
Item Number Short Description List Price Product Product Product Product Box Box Box Box

Length In. Width In. Height In. Weight Lbs. Lengh In. Width In. Height In. Weight Lbs.

02508AC 25" x 8" Quarter circle shelf Acrylic $443.63 25 8 3/4" 3 27 11 2 4

02508G 25" x 8" Quarter circle shelf glass $441.00 25 8 3/4" 4 27 11 2 5

0414AC 14" square acrylic Shelf $154.88 14 14 3/4" 3 16 17 2 4

0414G 14" Square Glass Shelf $215.25 14 14 3/4" 4 16 17 2 5

0507AC 33" x 7" Acrylic Shelf $128.63 33 7 3/4" 4 35 10 2 5

0507G 33" x 7" Glass Shelf $249.38 33 7 3/4" 5 35 10 2 6

0509AC Riser Shelf, 33"L x 9"W, 3/8" thick, rectangular, for Lexus risers, fine matte textured finish, acrylic, clear $154.88 33 9 3/4" 5 34 10 2 6

0509G Riser Shelf, 33"L x 9"W, 3/8" thick, rectangular, for Lexus risers, polished on all sides, tempered glass, clear $288.75 33 9 3/4" 6 34 10 2 7

0514AC 33" x 14" Acrylic Shelf $217.25 33 14 3/4" 8 35 17 2 9

0514G 33" x 14" Glass Shelf $275.63 33 14 3/4" 9 26 17 2 10

052414AC Riser Shelf, 24"L x 14"W, 3/8" thick, rectangular, for Lexus risers, fine matte textured finish, acrylic, clear $154.88 24 14 3/4" 6 26 17 2 7

052414G 24" x 14" Glass Shelf $233.63 24 14 3/4" 7 26 17 2 8

05247AC 24" x 7" Acrylic Shelf $115.50 24 7 3/4" 3 26 10 2 4

05247G 24" x 7" Glass Shelf $220.50 24 7 3/4" 4 26 10 2 5

05249AC Riser Shelf, 24"L x 9"W, 3/8" thick, rectangular, for Lexus risers, polished on all sides, acrylic clear $141.75 24 9 3/4" 4 25 10 2 5

05249G Riser Shelf, 24"L x 9"W, 3/8" thick, rectangular, for Lexus risers, polished on all sides, tempered glass, clear $249.38 24 9 3/4" 5 25 10 2 6

0814AC 14" round acrylic shelf $162.25 14 14 3/4" 4 16 17 2 3

0814G 14" round glass shelf $215.25 14 14 3/4" 5 16 17 2 5

0820AC 20" round acrylic shelf $288.75 20 20 3/4" 5 22 23 2 6

0820G 20" round glass sheff $304.50 20 20 3/4" 6 22 23 2 9

102 SMALL STACK 'N STORE BIN $172.70 27 17 12 10 30 20 14 11

306 MEDIUM STACK 'N STORE BIN $254.94 28 21 15 12 31 24 17 13

408 LARGE STACK 'N STORE BIN $495.38 34 24 21 18 37 27 23 21

1400 STAINLESS STEEL STERNO CUP FOR CHAFERS AND COFFEE URNS $17.98 7 3 5/8 2 1/4 1.5 10 6 5/8 4 1/4 2

1408 8 QT. FULL SIZE OBLONG FP $136.95 21 12 3/4 2 3/4 2 24 15 3/4 4 3/4 3

1508 6 QT. ROUND FOOD PAN $135.06 15 1/4 15 1/4 2 3/4 2 18.25 18.25 4.75 3

1510 8 QT. ROUND DIVIDED FOOD PAN $198.42 15 1/4 15 1/4 2 3/4 2 18.25 18.25 4.75 3

1608 STAINLESS STEEL INSERT FOR ICE $196.88 19 10 3 3/4 4 22 13 5.75 5

1710 STAINLESS STEEL 6 RUNG RISER ESCALATE $330.75 10 10 6 1/2 6 12 13 9 1/2 7

1715 STAINLESS STEEL 8 RUNG RISER ESCALATE $412.13 10 10 9 8 12 13 12 9

1720 STAINLESS STEEL 12 RUNG RISER ESCALATE $601.13 10 10 14 11 12 13 17 12

1721L LEXUS S/S "L" SHAPE RISER 5" $196.88 6 6 5 4 8 8 7 5

1722L LEXUS S/S "L" SHAPE RISER 10" $307.13 6 6 10 6 8 8 12 7

1723L LEXUS S/S "L" SHAPE RISER 15" $409.50 6 6 15 8 8 8 17 9

1724 floating minis 24 piece serving display stainless steel includes 2.5 oz glasses $472.50 21 1 1/2 15 18

1731X LEXUS S/S "X" SHAPE RISER 5" $196.88 11 1/2 11 1/2 5 4 13.5 13.5 7 5

1732X LEXUS S/S "X" SHAPE RISER 10" $307.13 11 1/2 11 1/2 10 6 13.5 13.5 12 7

1733X LEXUS S/S "X" SHAPE RISER 15" $409.50 11 1/2 11 1/2 15 8 13.5 13.5 17 9

1740 CUBE ALUMINUM NESTING RISER SET OF 2 SAMLL & LARGE $144.28 S-6.5 / L-8.5 S-6.5 / L-8.5S-4 / L-8 11 10.5 10.5 10 12
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ships in 2 boxes



1740B CUBE ALUMINUM NESTING RISER SET OF 2 SAMLL & LARGE - Black $196.88 S-6.5 / L-8.5 S-6.5 / L-8.5S-4 / L-8 11 10..5 10 10 12

1741 lexus connecting heated risers or used for lighted buffets comes with sterno shelf and grate $307.13 8 8 5 5 10 10 7 6

1741GT griddle top 8"x 8", square, nonstick, fits lexus risers #1741,1742 &1743 black $102.38 8 8 1 5 10 10 4 6

1741LT LED light, 13 color selections,fade and flash modes,includes remote,water proof,uses AAA bateries $47.25 2 2 1 3 9 8 6 3.5

17410C LED light,10"H cylynder, 13 color selection, fade and flash modes,includes remote,water proof, fits into lexus riser #1742,uses AAA batteries$197.50 4 4 10 4 6 6 11 5

1742 lexus connecting heated risers or used for lighted buffets comes with sterno shelf and grate $459.38 8 8 10 8 10 10 12 9

1743 lexus connecting heated risers or used for lighted buffets comes with sterno shelf and grate $601.13 8 8 15 11 10 10 17 12

1745C LED light,5"H cylynder, 13 color selection, fade and flash modes,includes remote,water proof, fits into lexus riser #1742,uses AAA batteries$165.00 4 4 5 3.5 6 6 12 5

3001FS-SS 1.5 GALLON FREEDOM COFFEE URN $1,798.50 11 13 23 32 14 16 25 35

3001PL 1.5 GAL. PILLARD INSULATED URN $1,716.75 11 13 23.5 30 14 6 25.5 33

3001QA-SS 1.5 GALLON S/S QA COFFEE URN $1,716.75 11 13 23 32 14 16 25 35

3003FS-SS 3 GALLON FREEDOM INSULATED COFFEE URN $2,158.75 16 13 24.5 35 19 16 26.5 38

3003PL 3 GALLON PILLARD INSULATED COFFEE URN $2,158.75 16 13 23 3/4 34 19 16 25.75 37

3003QA-SS 3 GALLON QUEEN ANNE COFFEE URN $2,060.63 16 13 25.5 35 19 16 27.5 38

3005FS-SS 5 GALLON FREEDOM COFFEE URN $2,664.75 16 16 29 42 19 19 31 45

3005PL 5 GALLON PILLARD INSULATED COFFEE URN $2,554.75 17 15.5 28 41 20 18.5 30 44

3005QA-SS 5 GALLON QUEEN ANNE COFFEE URN $2,438.63 16 16 30 42 19 19 32 45

3013 Steamer Park Ave Coffe Urn,3 gallon,hands free/ push in spigot, removable body, no open flames, thermally insulated, stainless steel interior,stainless steel$1,441.13 22 14 13 22 23 15 15 25

3023 Steamer Pillard Coffee Urn3gallon,hands free/ push in spigot, removable body, no open flames, thermally insulated, stainless steel interior,stainless steel$1,441.13 25 14 13 20 26 15 15 23

3101FP 2 QT. FOOD PAN $77.70 5.5 5.5 8 1.5 8.5 8.5 10 2

3101FS-SS 2 QT. ALL S/S FREEDOM MARMITE $797.50 7 7 13.5 9 10 10 15.5 10

3101LH-SS 2 QT. LION ALL S/S MARMITE $761.25 7 7 13.5 9 10 10 15.5 10

3101P2 2 QT. ALL S/S P2 MARMITE $797.50 7 7 13.5 7.5 10 10 15.5 8.5

3101PL 2 QT. ALL S/S PILLARD MARMITE $797.50 7 7 13.5 7.5 10 10 15.5 8.5

3101QA-SS 2 QT. ALL S/S QA MARMITE $761.25 8 8 13.5 9 11 11 15.5 10

3101W 2 QT. WATER PAN $90.56 5 5/8 5 5/8 7 2 8 5/8 8 5/8 9 3

3104PL 4 QT. ALL S/S PILLARD MARMITE $849.75 9 9 15 5 12 11 17 6

3107FP 7 QT. FOOD PAN $89.25 9 1/4 9 1/4 9 3 12.25 12.25 11 4

3107FS-SS 7 QT. ALL S/S MARMITE $921.25 10 10 16 14 13 13 18 15

3107LH-SS 7 QT. ALL S/S LION MARMITE $879.38 10 10 16 14 13 13 18 15

3107P2 7 QT. ALL S/S P2 MARMITE $921.25 10 10 16 12 13 13 18 13

3107PL 7 QT. ALL S/S PILLARD MARMITE $921.25 10 10 16 12 13 13 18 13

3107QA-SS 7 QT. QA ALL S/S MARMITE $921.25 11 11 16 14 14 14 18 15

3107WP 7 QT. WATER PAN $99.09 8 7/8 8 7/8 6 3/4 4 11 7/8 11 7/8 8.75 5

3113 3 GAL. PARK AVENUE COFFEE URN $682.50 9 11 23 17 12 14 25 20

3114 8 QT. RECT. PARK AVE. CHAFER $1,143.16 26.5 17 12 42 29.5 20 14 45

3114LH-SS 8 QT. RECT. PARK AVE. CHAFER WITH LION HEAD LEGS $1,286.25 26.5 18 12 42 29.5 21 14 45

3114QA-SS 8 QT. RECT. PARK AVE. CHAFER WITH QUEEN ANNE LEGS $1,246.88 26.5 18 12 42 29.5 21 14 45

3115 5 GAL. PARK AVENUE COFFEE URN $829.50 14 14.5 23.5 22 17 17.5 25.5 25

3117 4 QT. RECT. PARK AVE. CHAFER $601.13 17 15.5 15.5 18 19 17.5 17.5 20

3118 8 QT. ROUND PARK AVE. CHAFER $1,099.74 20 20 11 37 23 23 13 40

3118LH-SS 8 QT. ROUND. PARK AVE. CHAFER WITH LION HEAD LEGS $1,246.88 20 21 11 37 23 24 13 40

3118QA-SS 8 QT. ROUND. PARK AVE. CHAFER WITH QUEEN ANNE LEGS $1,176.00 20 21 11 37 23 24 13 40

3119 4 QT. ROUND. PARK AVE. CHAFER $574.88 15 15 14 18 17 17 16 20

3123 3 GAL. PILLARD COFFEE URN $682.50 11 11 21 17 14 14 23 20

3124 8 QT. RECT. PILLAR'D CHAFER $1,099.88 26.5 17 12 42 29.5 20 14 45

3125 5 GAL. SS PILLARD COFFEE URN $829.50 14 14 25 22 17 17 27 25

3128 8QT ROUND PILLAR'D CHAFER $1,073.63 20 20 11 37 23 23 13 40

3131 Ballerina Coffee Urn, 1-1/2 gallon, bullet style, with tower style lid, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel $485.63 13 13 20 18 14 14 22 21

3133 Ballerina Coffee Urn, 3 gallon, bullet style, with tower style lid, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel $748.13 13 13 23 22 14 14 25 24

3135 Ballerina Coffee Urn, 5 gallon, bullet style, with tower style lid, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel $892.50 21 14 11 18 22 15 13 20

3143 3 GAL. PILLARD SQ. COFFEE URN $723.06 11 13 23.5 17 14 16 25.5 20



3144 8 QT. RECT. PILLARD CHAFER $1,099.88 26.5 19 10 42 29.5 22 12 45

3145 5 GAL. P2 COFFEE URN $889.88 14 14 28 22 17 17 30 25

3148 8 QT. ROUND PILLARD CHAFER $1,073.63 20 20 11 37 23 23 13 40

3153 Java Collection Square Coffee Urn, 3-1/2 gallon, P2 style, contemporary style knob/final and spigot, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel$2,231.25 16 14 20 22 17 15 22 25

3201FS-SS 1.5 GAL. FREEDOM COFFEE URN $1,454.75 9 12 22 19 12 15 24 22

3201-L 1.5 GAL. LUMINOUS COFFEE URN $1,388.63 11 3/4 13 21.5 17 14 3/4 16 23.5 20

3201LH-SS 1.5 GAL. LION HEAD COFFEE URN $1,388.63 9 12 22 17 12 15 24 20

3201QA-SS 1.5 GAL. QA COFFEE URN $1,454.75 10 12 22 20 13 15 24 23

3202FP 4 QT. HALF SIZE FOOD PAN $156.08 15.5 13 4.75 3 15.75 13.375 4.75 3

3203FS-SS 3 GALLON FREEDOM COFFEE URN $1,562.00 9.5 12 25 22 12.5 15 27 25

3203-L 3 GAL. LUMINOUS COFFEE URN $1,491.00 13 13 3/4 24 22 16 16.75 26 25

3203LH-SS 3 GAL. LION HEAD COFFEE URN $1,491.00 12 12 24 20 15 15 26 23

3203QA-SS 3 GALLON QUEEN ANNE COFFEE URN $1,562.00 12 12 24 20 15 15 26 23

3204QA-SS 8 QT. QUEEN ANNE CHAFER $2,345.75 26 19 11 50 29 22 13 53

3205FS-SS 5 GALLON FREEDOM COFFEE URN $1,853.50 14 14 28 27 17 17 30 30

3205-L 5 GAL. LUMINOUS COFFEE URN $1,769.25 14 16 28 25 17 19 30 28

3205LH-SS 5 GALLON LION HEAD COFFEE URN $1,769.25 14 14 28 25 17 17 30 28

3205QA-SS 5 GALLON QUEEN ANNE COFFEE URN $1,853.50 12 12 27 25 15 15 29 28

3208QA-SS 8 QT. ROUND ALL S/S CHAFER $2,094.75 20.5 20.5 18 42 23.5 23.5 20 45

32304-LG 6 QT. SQUARE LUMINOUS CHAFER WITH GLASS LID $1,636.25 19.5 19.5 12.5 32 22.5 22.5 14.5 35

32308-LG 6 QT. ROUND LUMINOUS CHAFER WITH GLASS LID $1,482.25 19.5 19.5 12.5 32 22.5 22.5 14.5 35

32305-L 8 QT. REC LUMINOUS CHAFER WITH DOME LID $1,561.88 24 17.5 10 45 27 19.5 12 50

32305-LG 8 QT. REC LUMINOUS CHAFER WITH GLASS LID $1,561.88 24 17.5 10 50 27 19.5 12 55

3257A/T ALUMINUM GRIDDLE TOP ONLY FOR #3257G $433.13 30.5 17.5 8.5 19 26 16 2 20

3257G GRILL STAND - PARK AVE LEGS WITH GRILL MEDIUM SIZE $840.00 15.5 25.5 0.5 33 26 16 10.5 35

3258A/T ALUMINUM GRIDDLE TOP ONLY FOR #3258G 41.5" $521.63 41.5 11.5 0.5 32 43 18 2 35

3258A GRILL STAND - PARK AVE LEGS WITH GRIDDLE TOP $1,322.50 37 1/2 15 1/2 3/8. 23 45 18 9 40

3258G GRILL STAND - PARK AVE LEGS WITH GRILL LARGE SIZE $1,102.50 41.5 w/ handles, 38" w/o handles15 3/4 8 37 45 18 9 40

3259A GRILL STAND - PILLARD LEGS WITH GRIDDLE TOP $1,322.50 37 1/2 15 1/2 3/8. 23 45 18 9 40

3259G GRILL STAND - PILLARD LEGS WITH GRILL LARGE SIZE $1,102.50 41.5 w/ handles, 38" w/o handles15 3/4 8 36 45 18 9 40

3260 REVO ROUND STAND WITH ALUMINUM AND GRATE TOP $735.63 14 14 7 15 17 17 9 18

3260-AT REVO ROUND GRIDDLE TOP ONLY FOR #3260 OR LIVE ERA $115.50 14 14 0.5 3 16 16 1 4

3261H COLLAPSIBLE HAMMERED Butane COVER UP $130.20 13 10 5 2 16 13 7 3

3262G GRILL STAND - PILLAR'D with grate top $2,000.90 41 15 7 37 44 18 9 40

3262A aluminum griddle with round pillar'd legs $2,449.13 38 13 0.5 1.5 41 15 2 50

3263G Heavy duty GRILL W/STAND P2 LEGS $2,000.90 41 15 7 37 44 18 9 40

3263A aluminum griddle top with P2 legs $2,449.13 38 13 0.5 1.5 41 15 2 50

3264HG HAMMERED COVER UP $387.50 14.5 11 5.5 12 17.5 14 6.5 13

3265G-SS ALL S/S COVER-UP WITH GRATES $721.74 18 11 6 1/4 14 21 14 8.25 15

3266 REVO RECTANGULAR STAND WITH ALUMINUM AND GRATE TOP $748.13 19 10.5 7 15 22 13.5 9 18

3267G-SS ALL S/S DOUBLE COVER UP $1,421.36 36 11 6.5 32 39 14 8.5 35

3268NS DOUBLE COVERUP-W/NS GRIDDLE $1,794.45 36 11 6.5 47 39 14 8.5 50

3268NS-T NON-STICK GRIDDLE TOP ONLY $870.95 35 11 5 14 38 14 7 15

3269A ALUMINUM GRIDDLE WITH STAND $2,034.38 41 14 8 42 44 17 10 45

3269A-TOP ALUMINUM GRIDDLE TOP $990.00 37.5 12.5 0. 1/4 15 40.5 15.5 2.25 18

3269G ALUMINUM GRILL W/ STAND $1,548.75 41 15 7 37 44 18 9 40

3269G-TOP GRATE TOP ONLY $459.38 37 12 3/4 0.1/4 11 40 15.75 2.25 12

3271 Stainless Steel Round Grill Stand orbit large $207.38 11.5 11 1/2 6 5 14.5 14.5 8 6

3272 Stainless Steel Mini Grill Stand orbit mini $91.88 6 6 5 3 9 9 7 4

3274 Lexus raised butane stove $721.88 14.5 11 10 15 16.5 13 12 18

3604FS-SS 8 QT. OBLONG ALL S/S CHAFER $2,194.50 26 1/4 19 17.5 50 29.25 22 19.5 53

3608FS-SS 8 QT. ROUND ALL S/S CHAFER $1,963.50 20.5 20.5 18 42 23.5 23.5 20 45



3704LH-SS 8 QT. OBLONG ALL S/S CHAFER $2,172.95 26 1/4 19 17.5 50 29.25 22 19.5 53

3708LH-SS 8 QT. ROUND LION HEAD CHAFER $2,042.25 20.5 20.5 18 42 23.5 23.5 20 45

3914 6 QT. SQUARE INDUCTION CHAFER W/ DOME LID- VESSEL ONLY $725.00

3914FP 6 QT. SQUARE INSERT PAN $128.63 13.3/4 12.3/4 2.5 2 15.5 15 4 2

3914G/S 6 QT. SQUARE INDUCTION GLASS CHAFER - WITH STAND $1,095.00 16 1/8 15 3/4 12 7/8 22

3914G 6 QT. SQUARE INDUCTION CHAFER W/ GLASS DOME LID- VESSEL ONLY $797.50

3914S 6 QT. SQUARE INDUCTION CHAFER - WITH STAND $1,062.50 16 1/8 15 3/4 12 7/8 20 28

3915 8 QT. REC. INDUCTION CHAFER W/ HINGED DOME LID- VESSEL ONLY $937.50

3915S 8 QT. REC. INDUCTION CHAFER - WITH STAND $1,225.00 16 5/8 22 3/4 12 3/4 25

3915G 8 QT. RECT. INDUCTION CHAFING DISH W/ GLASS DOME LID- VESSEL ONLY $1,245.00

3918 6 QT. ROUND INDUCTION CHAFER W/ S/S DOME LID- VESSEL ONLY $725.00

3918G 6 QT. ROUND INDUCTION CHAFER W/ GLASS DOME LID- VESSEL ONLY $797.50

3918G/S 6 QT. ROUND INDUCTION GLASS /W STAND $1,097.50 18 5/8 16 15/16 12 7/8 24

3918S 6 QT. ROUND INDUCTION /W STAND $1,062.50 18 5/8 16 15/16 12 7/8 22

3934 Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., square, without stand, includes: Stainless steel lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel$1,099.88 17 1/8 16 9 18 19 1/8 18 10 20

3934G Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., square, without stand, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel$1,099.88 17 1/8 16 9 18 19 1/8 18 10 20

3934GS Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., square, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, Freedom style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel$1,624.88 17 1/8 16 11 3/4 31

3934GPL Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., square, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, Pillared style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel$1,624.88 17 1/8 16 12 31

3934PL Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., square, includes: Stainless Steel lid with drip free feature, Pillared style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel$1,624.88 17 1/8 16 12 31

3934S Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., square, includes: Stainless Steel lid with drip free feature, Freedom style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel$1,624.88 17 1/8 16 11 3/4 31

3935 Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 8 qt., oblong vessel, without stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel1441.13

3935G Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 8 qt., oblong vessel, without stand, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel$1,441.13 23 17 9 18 26 20 11 20

3935GS Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 8 qt., oblong vessel, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, Freedom style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel$1,939.88 17 22 3/4 13 45

3935GPL Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 8 qt., oblong vessel, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, Pillard style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel$1,939.88 17 22 3/4 13 45

3938 Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., round, without stand, includes: Stainless Steel with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as a water water pan, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel$1,099.88 19 17 3/4 9 18 21 19 3/4 10 20

3938G Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., round, without stand, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as a water water pan, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel$1,099.88 19 17 3/4 9 18 21 19 3/4 10 20

3938GPL Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., round, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, Pillared style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel$1,624.88   17 3/4 12 31

3938GS Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., round, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, Freedom style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel$1,624.88 19 17 3/4 12 31

3938PL Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., round, includes: Stainless Steel with drip free feature, Pillard style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel$1,624.88 19 17 3/4 12 31

3938S Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., round, includes: Stainless Steel lid with drip free feature, Freedom style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel$1,624.88 19 17 3/4 12 31

3939 Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., round, without stand, includes: hinged Stainless Steel lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel$1,023.75 17 1/2 15 1/2 9 18 19 1/2 17 1/2 10 20

3939G Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., round, without stand, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel$1,023.75 17 1/2 15 1/2 9 18 19 1/2 17 1/2 10 20

3939GPL Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., round, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, Pillared style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel$1,548.75 17 1/2 15 1/2 12 25

3939PL Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., round, includes: hinged Stainless Steel lid with drip free feature, Pillared style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel$1,548.75 17 1/2 15 1/2 12 25

3939GS Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., round, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, Freedom style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel$1,548.75 17 1/2 15 1/2 12 27

3939S Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., round, includes: hinged Stainless Steel lid with drip free feature, Freedom style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel$1,548.75 17 1/2 15 1/2 12 27

3964GPL Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., square, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, Pillared style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel$1,548.75 16 7/8 12 5/8 12 5/8 23

3964PL Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., square, includes: hinged Stainless Steel lid with drip free feature, Pillared style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel$1,548.75 16 7/8 12 5/8 12 5/8 25

3964GS Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., square, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, Freedom style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel$1,548.75 16 7/8 12 5/8 12 25

3964S Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., square, includes: hinged Stainless Steel lid with drip free feature, Freedom style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel$1,548.75 16 7/8 12 5/8 12 25

3944/S 6 QT. SQUARE INDUCTION CHAFER - WITH STAND $1,002.75 16 1/8 15 3/4 13 22

3944G/S 6 QT. SQUARE INDUCTION GLASS CHAFER - WITH STAND $1,023.75 16 1/8 15 3/4 13 22

3945G/S 8 QT. REC. INDUCTION GLASS CHAFER - WITH STAND $1,102.50 16 5/8 22 3/4 12 5/8 26

3945/S 8 QT. REC. INDUCTION CHAFER - WITH STAND $1,068.38 23 16.5 12 25 26 19.5 14 28

3948/S 6 QT. ROUND INDUCTION CHAFER /W STAND $968.63 18 5/8 16 15/16 13 22

3948G/S 6 QT. ROUND INDUCTION CHAFER WITH GLASS /W STAND $1,013.25 18 17 12 22 21 20 14 25

3954G/S 6 QT. SQUARE INDUCTION CHAFER WITH GLASS /W STAND $1,023.75 16 1/8 15 3/14 13 1/8 22

3954/S 6 QT. SQUARE INDUCTION CHAFER WITH STAND $1,002.75 16.5 16 12 22

3955/S 8 QT. SQUARE INDUCTION CHAFER WITH STAND $1,042.13 16 5/8 22 3/4 13 1/8 25

3955G/S 8 QT. SQUARE INDUCTION CHAFER WITH GLASS W/ STAND $1,102.50 23 16.5 12 22

3958G/S 6 QT. ROUND INDUCTION CHAFER WITH GLASS /W STAND $1,013.25 18 17 12 23

3958S 6 QT. ROUND INDUCTION CHAFER /W STAND $968.63 18 17 12 22 ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes



3974GS Jazz Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., square, with Pillar'd leg style stand, contemporary style glass hinged cover, induction or sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, (vessel itself is the water pan) can be used with electric heating element (sold separately), induction compatible using 1800 watts, 18/10 stainless steel$1,614.38 16 3/4 15 3/4 11 5/16 34

3974S Jazz Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., square, with Pillar'd leg style stand, contemporary style hinged cover, induction or sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, (vessel itself is the water pan) can be used with electric heating element (sold separately), induction compatible using 1800 watts, 18/10 stainless steel$1,614.38 16 3/4 15 3/4 11 5/16 34

3975GS Jazz Collection Induction Chafer, 8 qt., rectangular, with Pillar'd leg style stand, contemporary style glass hinged cover, induction or sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, (vessel itself is the water pan) can be used with electric heating element (sold separately), induction compatible using 1800 watts, 18/10 stainless steel$1,745.63 17 22 3/4 12 45

3975S Jazz Collection Induction Chafer, 8 qt., rectangular, with Pillar'd leg style stand, contemporary style hinged cover, induction or sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, (vessel itself is the water pan) can be used with electric heating element (sold separately), induction compatible using 1800 watts, 18/10 stainless steel$1,745.63 17 22 3/4 12 44

3977GS Jazz Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., square, with Pillar'd leg style stand, contemporary style glass hinged cover, induction or sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, (vessel itself is the water pan) can be used with electric heating element (sold separately), induction compatible using 1800 watts, 18/10 stainless steel$1,450.00 14 1/4 14 3/4 11 1/2 29

3977S Jazz Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., square, with Pillar'd leg style stand, contemporary style hinged cover, induction or sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, (vessel itself is the water pan) can be used with electric heating element (sold separately), induction compatible using 1800 watts, 18/10 stainless steel$1,450.00 14 1/4 14 3/4 11 1/2 29

3978GS Jazz Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., round, with Pillar'd leg style stand, contemporary style glass hinged cover, induction or sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, (vessel itself is the water pan) can be used with electric heating element (sold separately), induction compatible using 1800 watts, 18/10 stainless steel$1,443.75 18 3/4 17 12 34

3978S Jazz Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., round, with Pillar'd leg style stand, contemporary style stainless steel hinged cover, induction or sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, (vessel itself is the water pan) can be used with electric heating element (sold separately), induction compatible using 1800 watts, 18/10 stainless steel$1,443.75 18 3/4 17 12 32

3979GS Jazz Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., round, with Pillar'd leg style stand, contemporary style glass hinged cover, induction or sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, (vessel itself is the water pan) can be used with electric heating element (sold separately),induction compatible using 1800 watts, 18/10 stainless steel$1,365.00 17 15 1/8 11 1/2 29

3979S Jazz Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., round, with Pillar'd leg style stand, contemporary style hinged cover, induction or sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, (vessel itself is the water pan) can be used with electric heating element (sold separately),induction compatible using 1800 watts, 18/10 stainless steel$1,365.00 17 15 1/8 11 1/2 29

5113 heavy duty bar tray $136.50 13 13 1.3/4 4 16 15 3 5

5314H 14" HAMMERED SQUARE TRAY $159.86 14 14 2.5 3 17 17 4.5 4

5316H 16" HAMMERED SQUARE TRAY $187.43 16 16 2.5 4 19 19 4.5 5

5318H 18" HAMMERED SQUARE TRAY $242.55 18 18 2.5 5 21 21 4.5 6

5411H BROOKLYN SQUARE TRAY 11" X 11" HAMMERED $71.50 11 11 1 2 14 14 3 3

5413 BROOKLYN SQUARE TRAY 13" X 13" SHINY $79.75 13 13 1 3 16 16 3 4

5413H BROOKLYN SQUARE TRAY 13" X 13" HAMMERED $84.79 13 13 1 3 16 16 3 4

5414 ROUND GRANDEUR TRAY 14" $97.95 14 14 .3/4 3 17 17 2.75 4

5415 BROOKLYN SQUARE TRAY 15" X 15" SHINY $95.00 15 15 1 4 18 18 3 5

5415H BROOKLYN SQUARE TRAY 15" X 15" HAMMERED $110.25 15 15 1 4 18 18 3 5

5416 GRANDEUR TRAY 16" $109.86 16 16 .3/4 4 19 19 2.75 5

5420 GRANDEUR TRAY 20" $169.97 20 20 .3/4 7 23 23 2.75 8

5490 RECTANGULAR GRANDEUR TRAY $414.75 27 19 1 1/4 7 30 22 3.25 8

5491 RECTANGULAR GRANDEUR TRAY 21x13 $170.63 21 3/4 13 7/8 1 5 24.75 16 7/8 3 6

5493H 18" X 12" STAINLESS STEEL RECTANGULAR HAMMERED TRAY $101.98 18 11 3/4 .3/4 3 21 14.75 2.75 4

5497 RECTANGULAR BROOKLYN TRAY 19" X 13" $156.45 19 13 1 5 22 16 3 6

5510 10" S/S SCROLL SHAPED DISPLAY TRAY $94.50 12 7 3/4 1.5 5 14 9 2.5 6

5515 15" S/S SCROLL SHAPED DISPLAY TRAY $126.00 15 11.5 1.5 4 17 13 2.5 5

5701 SKILLET PAN $196.88 19.5 12.5 2 5 22.5 14.5 4 6

5702 WOK PAN $196.88 18 14 4 5 21 16 6 6

5703 HAMMERED POT $196.88 14 14 4 5 17 16 6 6

7000H HAMMERED INSULATED BEVERAGE $387.50 16 16 10 11 19 19 12 12

7001 3 GAL. S/S ICE CREAM SYSTEM $1,021.13 13 16 19 17 16 19 21 20

7003 CUSTOM TRPPLE ICE CREAM UNIT $3,885.00 48 18 20 52 51 21 22 55

7004 4" S/S PAUL REVERE BOWL $38.48 4 4 2.5 2 7 7 4.5 3

7005 DOUBLE ICE CREAM UNIT $2,598.75 31.5 15 13 50 33 17 15 55

7006 6" S/S PAUL REVERE BOWL $53.16 6 6 3 3/4 3 9 9 5.75 4

7007 DOUBLE ICE CREAM UNIT -OVAL SHAPE $3,097.50 31.5 15 13 50 33 17 15 55

7008 8" S/S PAUL REVERE BOWL $61.69 8 8 4.5 4 11 11 6.5 5

7010 10" S/S PAUL REVERE BOWL $81.27 10 10 5 1/4 5 13 13 7.25 6

7012 12" PAUL REVERE BOWL S/S $97.63 12 12 6 3/4 7 15 15 8.75 8

7014 insulated bucket $492.19 16 16 10 8 18 18 12 10

7043H 3 GAL HAMMERED INSULATED ICE BOWL $275.00 17 17 8 3/4 12 20 19 11 13

7108 25 OZ. SQUARE REVERE BOWL $57.88 5 3/4 5 3/4 2 3/4 2 8.75 8.75 4.75 3

7110 48 OZ SQUARE EDGED REVERE BOWL $81.30 7 7 3 1/4 3 10 10 5.25 4

7112 72 OZ SQUARE REVERE BOWL $89.57 8 8 3 3/4 4 11 11 5.75 5

7206 6" HAMMERED DUAL ANGELED BOWL 20 OZ. $48.83 6 6 3.5 2 9 9 5.5 3

7208 8" HAMMERED DUAL ANGELED BOWL 50 OZ $64.97 8 8 4 3 11 11 6 4.5

7210 10" HAMMERED DUAL ANGELED BOWL 115 OZ $95.03 10 10 5.5 4 13 13 7.5 5

7212 12" HAMMERED DUAL ANGELED BOWL 160 OZ. $113.93 12 12 6 5 15 15 8 6

7230 64 oz waisted coffee pot Ballerina Collection $181.13 7 4 10 2 8 5 12 3

7240 64 oz coffee pot java collection $238.08 7 4 9 1.95 8 5 11 3

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes

ships in 2 boxes



7245 46 oz coffee pot java collection $211.33 4 6 7 1.75 5 7 8 3

7280 ARC COLLECTION COFFEE POT WITH SPOUT 64 OZ. $150.00 5 8 8 1/2 4 8 11 10.5 5

7331 stainless steel 10 oz sugar Ballerina collection $52.25 2 3/4 2 3/4 4 0.357 6 6 9 1

7332 stainless steel 10 oz creamer ballerina collection $59.06 2 1/4 2 1/4 4 1/2 0.307 6 6 9 1

7341 stainless steel 10 oz sugar Java Collectiom $49.88 2 1/2 2 1/2 2 3/8 0.25 7 6 9 1

7342 stainless steel 10 oz creamer Java Collection $63.00 3 2 1/2 4 0.407 7 6 9 1

7350 S/S OBLONG SUGAR PACKET HOLDER $34.65 3.5 2.5 1 3/4 1.5 6.5 5.5 2.75 2

7350RD S/S ROUNDED EDGE SUGAR PACKET HOLDER $34.65 2.5 3.5 1 3/4 1.5 5.5 6.5 3.75 2

7351 CRESCENT SUGAR PACKET CADDY $34.65 3 2 2 1.5 6 5 4 2

7352 RECTANGULAR HEAVY DUTY SUGAR PACK HOLDER $98.44 6 1/4 3.5 1 3/4 3 9.25 6.5 3.75 4

7381 STAINLESS STEEL ARC COLLECTION COVERED SUGER BOWL 8 OZ. $36.23 3 3 2 2 6 6 4 3

7382 STAINLESS STEEL ARC COLLECTION CREAMER 10 OZ. $36.23 3 5 4 2 6 8 6 3

7430 stainless steel 64 oz water pitcher Ballerina Collection $170.50 7.5 4.5 9 1.8 10 6 10 3

7440 stainless steel 64 oz water pitcher Java Collection $228.38 6 1/2 4 8 1/2 1.8 9 6 10 3

7480 ARC COLLECTION WATER PITCHER W/ ICE GUARD 64 OZ. $123.75 5 8 8 1/2 4 8 11 10.5 5

7502 2 GALLON JUICE DISPENSER $503.55 11 14 22.5 14 14 17 24.5 15

7512 2 GALLON PILLAR'D JUICE DISPEN $574.88 11 11 24 14 14 14 26 15

7522 2 GALLON P2 JUICE DISPENSER $574.88 11 11 24 14 14 14 26 15

7531 .4 LITER TRIUMPH BEVERAGE SERV $120.75 7 4.5 7 4 10 7.5 9 5

7532 .7 LITER TRIUMPH SERVER $129.94 7 3/4 4 3/8 7 3/4 5 10.75 7 3/8 9.75 6

7533 TRIUMPH 1.0 INSULATED SERVER $144.38 8 4 3/4 8 6 11 7.75 10 7

7534 TRIUMPH 1.5 INSULATED SERVER $166.03 8 5 9 7 11 8 11 8

7540 64 oz double wall water pitcher $128.63 8 7 5 4 9 8 6 5

7540M 64 oz double wall water pitcher brushed finish $158.62 8 7 5 4 9 8 6 5

7541 64 0z dounle wall water pitcher $128.63 8 7 5 4 9 8 6 5

7541M 64 oz double wall water pitcher brushed finish $158.62 8 7 5 4 9 8 6 5

7542 2 Gallon Beverage Dispenser w/ central Ice Chamber $680.63 11 11 24 14 14 14 26 15

7552 2 Gallon Beverage Dispenser w/ central Ice Chamber w/ QUEEN ANNE LEGS $649.69 12 12 25 14 15 14 27 15

7561 1.5 GALLON MILK DISP $639.33 12 7 19 11 15 9 21 12

7562 2 GALLON MILK DISP $837.38 14 10 19 17 17 11 23 18

7572L 2 Gallon Beverage Dispenser w/ central Ice Chamber LUMINOUS $721.88 8 8 22 13 11 10 24 15

7582 2 GALLON MILK DISP WITH CLEAR BODY $756.25 14 10 23 13 17 12 25 15

7592 2 GAL APPLE CIDER BEV DISP $721.88 13 13 21 18 16 15 23 20

7630 3 SECTIONAL CONDIMENT HOLDER $93.50 7 3/8 7 3/8 8.5 2 10 3/8 10 3/8 10.5 3

7650 STAINLESS STEEL SPOON REST $36.75 6 3 3/4 2 5/8 1.5 9 6.75 4 5/8 2

7670 STAINLESS STEEL RELISH DISH $38.22 9.5 5 1 1/4 1.5 12.5 8 2.25 2

7680 5 OZ. STAINLESS STEEL GRAVY $32.42 7 1/4 3 3 1.5 10.25 6 5 2

7681 8 OZ. STAINLESS STEEL GRAVY $39.03 9 3 5/8 3 1/4 2 12 6 5/8 5.25 3

7801 1 1/2 GAL S/S JUICER, ROUND $1,790.04 11 8 1/4 24 17 14 11.25 26 20

7803 3 GALLON ROUND JUICER $1,925.33 11 8 1/4 28 22 14 11.75 30 25

7805 5 GALLON ROUND JUICER $1,976.25 11 8 1/4 32 25 14 11.25 34 28

7821 SINGLE CEREAL DISPENSER-PARK $509.91 8 5/8 13 3/8 27 19 11 5/8 16 3/8 29 22

7822 2 X 1.5 GALLON CEREAL DISP. $1,017.06 17 3/8 13 3/8 27 25 20 3/8 16 3/8 29 28

78401-L 1.5 GAL. LUMINOUS JUICER $1,624.88 12 12 27.5 19 15 15 29.5 22

78401-LB 1.5 GAL. LUMINOUS JUICER - BLACK FINISH $2,086.88 12 12 27.5 19 15 15 29.5 22

78403-L 3 GAL. LUMINOUS JUICER $1,725.00 12 12 31.5 23 15 15 33.5 26

78403-LB 3 GAL. LUMINOUS JUICER -BLACK FINISH $2,013.38 12 12 31.5 23 15 15 33.5 26

78405-L 5 GAL. LUMINOUS JUICER $1,930.00 12 12 35.5 26 15 15 37.5 29

78405-LB 5 GAL. LUMINOUS JUICER -BLACK FINISH $2,296.88 12 12 35.5 26 15 15 37.5 29

7900 21" TABLE STAND WINE BUCKET $602.25 9.5 10.5 21 25 11.5 12.5 23 29

7904 Tablestand Collabsable riser holder with insulated bucket $653.63 18 1/2 18 1/2 10 8 20 20 4 10

7905 Floor stand Collabsable riser holder with insulated bucket $1,281.33 18 1/2 18 1/2 30 13 20 20 4 15



7920 INSULATED BUCKET W/LID $116.55 5 5 7 4 8 7 9 5

7930 INSULATED SINGLE WINE $89.25 5.5 5.5 10.5 5 7.5 7.5 12.5 6

7940 waisted wine bucket $294.00 10.5 10.5 9 5 13.5 12.5 11 6

7950 waisted wine bucket and stand $473.00 10 10 26.5 15

7960 WINE BUCKET WITH KNOB $194.37 10 8 1/4 8 4 13 11.25 10 5

7970 WINE STAND $462.00 11 11 24 14 14 14 26 25

7990 35" FLOOR STANDING WINE BUCKET $877.25 13 11 34 13 16 13 36 15

804M HEATING ELEMENT FOR FULL SIZE CHAFER $547.50 8 3/4 8 3/4 1 3/4 4 11.75 11.75 3.75 5

805J Electric heating element for jazz 6 qt chafer $312.38 8 2/3 8 2/3 1 1/2 2 14 10 4 3

805S Electrich heating element for jazz 4 qt chafer $280.88 8 8 1 1/2 2 13 9 4 3

9050 yogurt / beverage tub $822.50 16.5 18.5 6 19 19.5 20.5 8 20

9170 16" 6 OZ. SERVING LADLE Matt finish $59.06 15 2 4 1/4 3 16 3 5 4

9171 14.75" LARGE PIE SERVER Matt finish $59.06 14.5 3.5 1 2 16 5 2 3

9173 13.25" LARGE SERVING SPOON Matt finish $61.88 13 2 3/4 1.5 2 14 4 2 3

9174 13.25" LARGE SLOTTED SPOON Matt finish $61.88 13 2 3/4 1.5 2 14 4 2 3

9175 14" LARGE CARVING FORK Matt finish $61.88 14 1.5 1.5 2 15 2 2 3

9176 Pie Server, 14-1/2", slotted, stainless steel $61.88 14 1/2 3 1/2 2 0.5 15 4 3 1

9180 10" SERVING SPOON Matt finish $46.20 10 2 1/4 1.5 1.5 11 3 2 2

9181 10" SLOTTED SPOON Matt finish $46.20 10 2 1/4 1.5 1.5 11 3 2 2

9182 10" SERVING FORK Matt finish $46.20 10 1 1 1.5 11 2 2 2

9183 10" PIE SERVER Matt finish $46.20 10 2.5 1.5 1.5 11 3 2 2

9184 10.5" LADLE- 1 OZ. Matt finish $44.69 10.5 1.5 2 1/4 1.5 12 2 3 2

9325 10" STAINLESS STEEL LACE TRAY $59.06 10 3/4 7 2.5 2 13.75 10 4.5 3

9328 12" HAMMERED BOWL $109.99 12.5 12.5 3.5 2 15.5 15.5 5.5 3

9329 4 QT. SALAD BOWL INSULATED $121.80 10 1/4 10 1/4 5.5 3 13.25 13.25 7.5 4

9330 12" STAINLESS STEEL INSULATED HAMMERED BOWL $102.38 12 12 4.5 3 15 15 6.5 4

9331 13" STAINLESS STEEL INSULATED HAMMERED SALAD BOWL $102.38 13.5 13.5 3.5 3 16.5 16.5 5.5 4

9334 STAINLESS STEEL HAMMERED BREAD TRAY 13.5" X 7" $57.75 13.5 7 4 2 16.5 10 6 3

9335 Multi Hors D'oeuvres Tray Holder, 18" x 12" x 4"H, hammered, 18/10 stainless steel $181.13 18 12 3 4 21 14 5 5

9336 Mulit Hors D'oeuvres Passing Tray Holder, 13-1/2"W x 13-1/2"D x 1-1/2"H, petite flower design with 13 petals, 18/10 stainless steel$249.38 13 1/2 13 1/2 1 1/2 3 16 16 3 4

9340 Stainless steel 8" x 8" Bread Basket $50.60 8 8 2 2 11 11 4 3

9341 Stainless steel 11.5" x 8" Bread Basket $63.25 11.5 8.5 2 3 14.5 11.5 4 4

9370 square laser cut heart basket $55.13 7 6 3.5 3 10 8 5.5 4

9380 mini geometric bowl $42.00 6 6 1.5 6 8 8 3.5 7

9381 large geometric bowl $63.00 10 10 1.5 7 12 12 3.5 8

9410 STAINLESS STEEL PLATE COVER $132.30 10 10 6 6 13 13 8 7

9412 STAINLESS STEEL PLATE COVER $148.05 12 12 7 3/4 8 15 15 9.75 9

9445 12" branch Tray ALUMINUM $63.00 12 12 3 4 14 14 5 5

9446 15" round branch style tray ALUMINUM $94.50 15 15 3 1/2 6 17 17 5.5 7

9450 DRIP CATCH TRAY $51.19 5 5 1 2 8 8 3 3

9501 S/S MENU CLIP HOLDER $51.29 1 3/4 5 1 0.5 3 8 3 1

9502 S/S UTENSIL HOLDER $49.88 9 4 3/4 4 2 12 7.75 6 3

9504 6" STAINLESS STEEL MENU STAND $38.50 3.5 3.5 6 1.5 6.5 6.5 8 2

9506 6" STAINLESS NUMBER STAND $46.19 3 3/4 3 3/4 6 1.5 6.75 6.75 8 2

9518 18" STAINLESS NUMBER STAND $125.81 3 3/4 3 3/4 18 4 6.75 6.75 20 5

9541 10" S/S SALAD SCISSORS TONG $78.62 10.5 4 2 2 11 4.5 2.5 3

9542 BRASS ID TAG $44.49 4 1 0.1 1.5 6 3 1 2

9542C BRASS COFFEE ID TAG $44.49 4 1 0.1 1.5 6 3 1 2

9542D BRASS DECAF ID TAG $44.49 4 1 0.1 1.5 6 3 1 2

9542J BRASS ORANGE JUICE ID TAG $44.49 4 1 0.1 1.5 6 3 1 2

9542-SS STAINLESS STEEL ID TAG $51.84 4 1 0.1 1.5 6 3 1 2

9542T BRASS TEA ID TAG $44.49 4 1 0.1 1.5 6 3 1 2

ships in 2 boxes



9542W BRASS HOT WATER ID TAG $44.49 4 1 0.1 1.5 6 3 1 2

9544 11" S/S 2 TINE CARVING FORK $29.93 11 2 2 1.5 14 5 4 2

9548 S/S HEAVY TONG $49.22 10 1 1 1.5 12 2 1 2

9551 10" S/S SCALLOPED BREAD TONG $52.37 10 3 1 1.5 12 4 1 2

9553 1 OZ. GRAVY LADLE $25.59 12 3 2 1.5 13 4 2 2

9554 7" ICE TONG $36.36 7 1 1 1.5 8 2 1 2

9557 SOUP LADLE 6 OZ. $36.36 12 3.5 3.5 3 13 4 4 4

9558 2 OZ LADLE $36.36 12 4 3 3 13 7 4 4

9559 8" S/S SMALL PASTRY TONG $32.81 8 2 1 2 9 3 1 3

9595 8.5" MENU STAND $43.31 3.5 4 8 3/4 2 5 5 9 3

9601 Lamp Warmer, single, self standing, 250W type bulb (included), heavy flat square base, locking adjustable heights, single on/off switch, for carving station, stainless steel, polished finish, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, NEMA 5-15P, 51" cord$863.63 14 10 22"-to 30" highest 18 15 11 24 20

9602 Lamp Warmer, double, self standing, (2) 250W type bulb (included), heavy flat square base, locking adjustable heights, single on/off switch, for carving station, stainless steel, polished finish, 120V/60/1-ph, 4.2 amps, NEMA 5-15P, 51" cord$1,154.40 14 14 22"-to 30" highest 20 15 15 24 23

9611 Lamp Warmer, single, self standing, 250W type bulb (included), square base and post, swivel neck, single on/off switch, for carving station, stainless steel, polished finish, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, NEMA 5-15P$782.25 10 14 29 16 11 15 31 18

9612 Lamp Warmer, double, self standing, (2) 250W type bulb (included), square base and post, swivel neck, single on/off switch, for carving station, stainless steel, polished finish, 120V/60/1-ph, 4.2 amps, NEMA 5-15P$994.88 14 15 29 18 15 16 31 20

9631 SINGLE SELF STANDING LUX LAMP $1,044.62 8 8 45 17 11 11 47 20

9632 DOUBLE SELF STANDING LUX LAMP $1,132.82 8 8 45 19 11 11 47 22

9641 SINGLE SELF STANDING CONE LAMP $1,044.62 9 9 45 17 12 12 47 20

9642 DOUBLE SELF STANDING CONE LAMP $1,132.80 15 9 45 19 18 12 47 22

9651 SINGLE SELF STANDING P2 LAMP $781.00 14 11 28 15 17 14 30 18

9652 DOUBLE SELF STANDING P2 LAMP $984.50 14 14 28 17 17 17 30 20

9653 BUTCHER BLOCK CARVING BOARD $879.80 18 24 3 22 21 27 5 25

9655 CORIAN CARVING BOARD $1,100.30 18 24 2.5 22 21 27 3.5 25

9660 SNEEZE GUARD SS/GLASS $2,493.75 18 20 19 3/4 32 21 23 21.75 35

9661 Replacement Corian Carving Board $745.00 18 24 2-Jan 14 21 27 1 15

9662 Replacement Wooden Butcher Block $572.50 18 24 1 3/4 14 21 27 2.5 15

9663 HEAVY DUDY CHROME SNEEZE GUARD $2,992.50 18 24 24 32 21 27 26 35

9664 SQUARE TUBING HEAVY DUTY SNEEZE GUARD $2,493.75 18 20 19 32 21 23 21 35

9665B POLYETHYLENE CARVING BOARD BLACK $994.88 18 24 5 22 21 26 7 25

9665W POLYETHYLENE CARVING BOARD WHITE $994.88 18 24 5 22 21 26 7 25

9670 ROUND BUTCHER BLOCK $496.13 18 18 2 13 21 21 4 15

9671 Lamp Warmer, single, self standing, 250W type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, square shade, square base, single on/off switch, for carving station, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, NEMA 5-15P, 72" cord$1,044.62 9 9 33.5 18 12 12 35.5 21

9672 Double square self standing lamp warmer $1,132.82 9 9 33.5 20 12 12 35.5 23

9681 Lamp Warmer, single, 250W type bulb, self standing, flexible lamp head, round shade, round base, for carving station, mid/max grade, stainless steel, 120V/60/1ph, 2.1 amps, NEMA 5-15P, 72" cord$574.88 8.5 8.5 33 16 11.5 11.5 35 18

9682 Lamp Warmer, double, (2) 250W type bulb, self standing, flexible lamp head, round shade, round base, for carving station, mid/max grade, stainless steel, 120V/60/1ph, 4.2 amps, NEMA 5-15P, 72" cord$797.50 14 14 33 18 17 17 35 20

9691 Lamp Warmer, single, self standing, (1) 250 watt type bulb, flexible lamp head, hammered conical shade, round base, single on/off switch, for carving station, 72" cord, stainless steel, 120v/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, NEMA 5-15P$1,044.62 9 9 45 17 12 12 47 20

9692 Lamp Warmer, double, self standing, (2) 250 watt type bulb, flexible lamp head, hammered conical shade, round base, single on/off switch, for carving station, 72" cord, stainless steel, 120v/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, NEMA 5-15P$1,132.82 15 9 45 19 18 12 47 22

BMW12 Sticky Brick Riser, 9"L x 4"W x 2-3/4"H, rectangular, fully enclosed block with magnet on one side, can be used horizontally or vertically, brushed stainless steel (priced per case, 12 each per case)$819.50 9 4 3 3.4 25 10 6 5 26

LR-001 live era 12" small stand only $364.88 12 12 8.5 5 15 14 10.5 7

LR-001MB live era 12" small stand only Powder coated $583.80 12 12 8.5 5 15 14 10.5 7

LR-002 live era 14" large stand with grates $459.38 14 14 8.5 8 17 16 10.5 10

LR-002MB live era 14" large stand with grates Powder coated $737.50 14 14 8.5 8 17 16 10.5 10

RB-001 Raw Bar $4,331.25 43 19 5 50

WT6838 Pram Flip Service Cart $4,200.00 49 22 39 50

WT6839 Round Flip Service Cart $4,200.00 46 21 39 50

ST1780 Grandstand Mobile Buffet $7,222.50 59 20 75.5

ST1790 Cartwheel Mobile Buffet-Glass Shelves $7,350.00 36.25 Each half moon13.75 70.25

AC1790 Cartwheel Mobile Buffet-Acrylic Shelves $7,350.00 36.25 Each half moon13.75 70.25

ST1790BK Black Coated Cartwheel Mobile Buffet- Acrylic Shelves $10,100.00 36.25 Each half moon13.75 70.25

ST1770 W Mobile Buffet-Glass Shelves $4,200.00 85 19 68

AC1770 W Mobile Buffet-Acrylic Shelves $4,200.00 85 19 68

ST1770BK Black Coated "W" Mobile Buffet-Acrylic Shelves $6,200.00 85 19 68

ST1760 Square Mobile Buffet-Acrylic Shelves $7,350.00 35.50 each half square 14 73

ships on pallet

ships on pallet

ships on pallet

ships on a crate

ships on pallet

ships on pallet

ships on pallet

ships on pallet

ships on pallet

ships on pallet

ships on pallet



AC1760 Square Mobile Buffet-Black Acrylic Shelves $7,350.00 35.50 each half square 14 73

ST1760BK Black Coated Square Mobile Buffet-Acrylic Shelves $10,100.00 35.50 each half square 14 73

ST1805 Pyramid Mobile Buffet-Stainless Steel $3,450.00

1805 Pyramid Mobile Buffet-Bamboo Wood Finish $2,200.00 ships in 3 boxes

1805BK Pyramid Mobile Buffet-Black Wood Finish $2,200.00 ships in 3 boxes

ST1765 Square Tabletop Stand-Glass Shelves $1,937.50 38 3/8 9 7/8 31.5 ships in 2 boxes 

AC1765 square tabletop Stand-Acrylic Shelves $1,937.50 38 3/8 9 7/8 31.5 ships in 2 boxes 

ST1775 W Tabletop Stand-Glass Shelves $1,725.00 35 11 29.5 ships in 2 boxes 

AC1775 W Tabletop Stand-Acrylic Shelves $1,725.00 35 11 29.5 ships in 2 boxes 

1750G Sm. Circular Tabletop Stand-Glass Shelves $822.50 23.5 9.5 21 ships in 2 boxes 

1750AC Sm. Circular Tabletop Stand-Acrylic Shelves $822.50 23.5 9 21 ships in 2 boxes 

1755G Lg. Circular Tabletop Stand-Glass Shelves $975.00 33 13 5/8 27.5 ships in 2 boxes 

1755AC Lg. Circular Tabletop Stand-Acrylic Shelves $975.00 33 13 5/8 27.5 ships in 2 boxes 

RB-3620 Raw Bar 36.5"L x 20.75"W $2,400.00 36.5 20.75 5 ships on pallet

RB2323 Square Raw Bar- 20.75" $1,850.00 20.75 20.75 5 25 25 12 35

39311G Crown Induction Soup Chafer $987.50 23 23 11 20

3105 Classic Soup Marmite-4.5 QT $925.00 11 11 15 13

3108 Classic Soup Marmite-7 QT $1,047.50 13 14 16 16

3995 Jazz Rock Collection Induction Vessel, 8 Qt, Rectamgular, Hinged Dome Lid $2,025.00 27 20 7 26

3995G Jazz Rock Collection Induction Vessel, 8 Qt, Rectamgular, Hinged Glass Lid $2,145.00 27 20 7 26

3994 Jazz Rock Collection Induction Vessel, 6 Qt,Square, Hinged Dome Lid $1,687.50 19 22 8 22

3994G Jazz Rock Collection Induction Vessel, 6 Qt, Square, Hinged Glass Lid $1,815.00 19 22 8 22

3997 Jazz Rock Collection Induction Vessel, 4 Qt,Square, Hinged Dome Lid $1,537.00 15 22 7 19

3997G Jazz Rock Collection Induction Vessel, 4 Qt, Square, Hinged Glass Lid $1,665.00 15 22 7 19

3998 Jazz Rock Collection Induction Vessel, 6 Qt, Round, Hinged Dome Lid $1,687.50 19 22 8 22

3998G Jazz Rock Collection Induction Vessel, 6 Qt, Round, Hinged Glass Lid $1,815.00 19 22 8 22

3999 Jazz Rock Collection Induction Vessel, 4 Qt, Round, Hinged Dome Lid $1,537.50 17 20 8 19

3999G Jazz Rock Collection Induction Vessel, 4 Qt, Round, Hinged Glass Lid $1,665.00 17 20 8 19

3998Base Base for 3998 $562.50 18 18 10 20

3999Base Base for 3999 $487.50 15 15 10 18

3994Base Base for 3994 $562.50 17 17 10 20

3997base Base for 3997 $487.50 17 13 10 18

3995Base Base for 3995 $637.50 26 15 10 25

1272AC acrylic tower rolling buffet 72"H, includes 5 tempered glass shelves $7,000.00 ships on pallet40x48x82- 175 lbs.

1242AC acrylic tower rolling buffet 42"H, includes 2 tempered glass shelves $4,500.00 ships on pallet40x48x60- 135 lbs.

ST1242 wood tower rolling buffet 42"h, includes 2 tempered glass shelves $4,500.00 ships on pallet40x48x52 -155 lbs.

ST12WT wood tabletop $2,200.00 ships on a pallet84x30x10- 25 lbs.

ST1272 wood tower rolling buffet 72"h, includes 2 tempered glass shelves $6,500.00 ships on pallet40x48x82- 195 lbs.

C1272 protective dust cover for tower $900.00 16 14 10 10

C1242 protective dust cover for tower $287.50 16 14 10 10

C1780 protective dust cover for grandstand $812.50 16 14 10 10

WR6811 wine rack, black coated steel $947.50

SW6810 slotwall pack, black coated steel with 12 brackets $487.50 ships on pallet72x30x4- 75 lbs.

G3411AC acrylic lighted shelving $437.50 36 15 11 15

G347AC acrylic lighted shelving $375.00 36 10 11 13

G1811AC acrylic lighted shelving $345.00 22 15 11 13

G187AC acrylic lighted shelving $312.50 22 10 11 9

P6812M mirrored color panel $447.50 ships on pallet72x30x3- 55 lbs.

P6813FR frosted acrylic color panel $322.50 ships on pallet72x30x3- 55 lbs.

P6814BK black acrylic color panel $197.50 ships on pallet72x30x3- 55 lbs.

P6815GR green acrylic color panel $197.50 ships on pallet72x30x3- 55 lbs.

P6816MW milky white acrylic color panel $322.50 ships on pallet72x30x3- 55 lbs.

P6818YL yellow acrylic color panel $197.50 ships on pallet72x30x3- 55 lbs.

P6817OR orange acrylic color panel $197.50 ships on pallet72x30x3- 55 lbs.

C1760 protective dust cover for square buffet $1,100.00 16 14 10 10

ships on pallet

ships on pallet

ships on pallet



C1790 protective dust cover for cartwheel $1,100.00 16 14 10 10

ST1725 triangle set rolling buffet w/ glass clear tempered shelves $6,000.00 40 48 70 250

AC1725 triangle set rolling buffet w/ acrylic shelves $6,000.00 40 48 70 250

AC1725BK triangle set rolling buffet w/ black acrylic shelves $6,400.00 40 48 70 250

C1725 protective dust cover for triangle $1,100.00

ST1730 honeycomb s/s rolling buffet w/ glass clear tempered shelves $7,350.00 72 40 65 250

AC1730 honeycomb s/s rolling buffet w/ acrylic shelves $7,350.00 72 40 65 250

AC1730BK honeycomb s/s rolling buffet w/ black acrylic shelves $7,350.00 72 40 65 250

C1730 protective dust cover for honeycomb $900.00 16 14 10 10

ST1700 X shaped rolling buffet w/ glass clear tempered shelves $4,600.00 ships on pallet78x40x50- 275 lbs.

AC1700 X shaped rolling buffet w/ acrylic shelves $4,600.00 ships on pallet78x40x50- 225 lbs.

AC1700BK X shaped rolling buffet w/ black acrylic shelves $4,825.00 ships on pallet78x40x50- 225 lbs.

C1700 protective dust cover for X $950.00 16 14 10 10

C1770 protective dust cover for W $450.00 16 14 10 10

C6838 protective dust cover for pram flip cart $562.50 16 14 10 10

C6839 protective dust cover for round flip cart $562.50 16 14 10 10

ST6024G collapsible table w/ glass top w/ s/s edging support $2,200.00 ships on pallet 12x40x66- 200 lbs.

ST6024IND collapsible table w/ black corian top w/ 3 induction drop-in units w/ control panel $9,500.00

ST6024B collapsible table w/ black HPL wood top $3,450.00

ST3823 glass trolley $2,200.00 ships on pallet40x48x60-250 lbs

AC1765BK Square tabletop stand- black acrylic shelves $2,037.00

AC1750BK circular tabletop stand- black acrylic shelves $822.50

AC1755BK circular tabletop stand- black acrylic shelves $1,822.50

1201 Z design riser $187.50 9 9 7 6

1203 Z design riser $437.50 9 9 13 10

AC1775BK W tabletop stand- black acrylic shelves $1,725.00

1710GT Grate for escalate risers $187.50 8 8 2 3

1710STRAP sterno w/ strap for escalate risers $62.50 8 5 2 3

1250 bleacher display risers- black acrylic shelving $712.50 ships in 2 boxesbox#1 32x24x9- box #2, 28x7x3

1250AC bleacher display risers- acrylic shelving $825.00 ships in 2 boxesbox#1 32x24x9- box #2, 28x7x3

1521L L shape corner solid design $196.88 6 6 5 4 8 8 7 5

1522L L shape corner solid design $307.13 6 6 10 6 8 8 12 7

1523L L shape corner solid design $409.50 6 6 15 8 8 8 17 9

1531X X shape platform $196.88 11 1/2 11 1/2 5 4 13.5 13.5 7 5

1532X X shape platform $307.13 11 1/2 11 1/2 10 6 13.5 13.5 12 7

1533X X shape platform $409.50 11 1/2 11 1/2 15 8 13.5 13.5 17 9

32178GT rectrangle removable grill- grate $275.00 24 16 3 5

32174GT square removable grill- grate $222.50 12 15 2 4

32178AT removable teflon top griddle $672.50 24 16 3 10

32174AT removable teflon top griddle $447.50 12 15 3 7

32178W butcher block $237.50 23 15 2 10

32174W butcher block $195.00 14 15 2 5

32178CIND corian adapter w/ drop-in induction heating element $1,912.50 24 16 5 10

32174CIND corian adapter w/ drop-in induction heating element $1,612.50 15 12 5 7

32178AD s/s elevation adapter $162.50 15 12 3 3

32174AD s/s elevation adapter $162.50 15 12 3 3

32178 modular buffet lexus action station s/s stand w/ elevation adapter included $947.50   24 16 10 18

32178LID s/s brushed lid $347.50 24 16 3 5

32174LID s/s brushed lid $147.50 15 12 3 5

32178INS insert- includes water & food pan $375.00 24 16 5 10



32174INS insert- includes water & food pan $212.50 15 12 4 6

32178ACL lift off acrylic w/ s/s accent lid $347.50 24 16 5 5

32174ACL lift off acrylic w/ s/s accent lid $275.00 15 12 3 3

32178CT removable cheese tray $197.50 24 16 2 7

32174CT removable cheese tray $122.50 15 12 2 2

32174 modular buffet lexus action station s/s stand w/ elevation adapter included $622.50 16 14 11 13

1541 lexus solid design square cube w/ grate top & sterno shelf adapter $307.13 8 8 5 5 10 10 7 6

1542 lexus solid design square cube w/ grate top & sterno shelf adapter $459.98 8 8 10 8 10 10 12 9

1543 lexus solid design square cube w/ grate top & sterno shelf adapter $601.13 8 8 15 11 10 10 17 12

3255G grill stand w/ removable grill top, P2 square legs $1,102.50 45 18 10 45

3256G grill stand w/ removable grill top, pillard legs $840.00 26 16 9 35

3249G grill stand w/ removable grill top, P2 square legs $840.00 26 16 9 35

3242AO half size grill $375.00 22 18 2 20

3242GO aluminum half size griddle top w/ gravy drip catch lane $437.50 22 18 2 15

3242GAT pillard base w/ aluminum half size griddle & grill top $1,475.00 45 18 10 50

3964G 4 qt. square vessel w/ hinged glass lid $1,023.75 18 13 10 18

3964 4 qt. square vessel w/ hinged s/s lid $1,023.75 18 13 10 17

3935S 8 qt. rectangular chafer w/ s/s hinged lid complete w/ stand $1,939.88 23 16 11 25

3915GS 8 qt. rectangular chafer w/ glass hinged lid complete w/ stand $1,275.00 23 16 11 25

3935PL 8 qt. rectangular chafer w/ s/s hinged lid complete w/ stand $1,939.88 23 16 11 25

3964FP 4 qt. half size square s/s food pan $122.50 14 12 4 4

3987FP 4 qt. half size square s/s food pan $122.50 14 12 4 4

3977FP 4 qt. half size square s/s food pan $122.50 14 12 4 4

3117FP 4 qt. half size square s/s food pan $122.50 14 12 4 4

3934FP 6 qt. square s/s food pan $128.63 16 16 4 6

3984FP 6 qt. square s/s food pan $128.63 16 16 4 6

3974FP 6 qt. square s/s food pan $128.63 16 16 4 6

3914FP 6 qt. square s/s food pan $128.63 16 16 4 6

3939FP 4 qt. round s/s food pan $122.50 14 14 4 4

3989FP 4 qt. round s/s food pan $123.50 14 14 4 4

3979FP 4 qt. round s/s food pan $124.50 14 14 4 4

3938FP 6 qt. round s/s food pan $135.06 16 16 4 6

3988FP 6 qt. round s/s food pan $135.06 16 16 4 6

3978FP 6 qt. round s/s food pan $135.06 16 16 4 6

3918FP 6 qt. round s/s food pan $135.06 16 16 4 6

3915FP 8 qt. rectangular s/s food pan $136.95 22 14 4 7

3935FP 8 qt. rectangular s/s food pan $136.95 22 14 4 7

3985FP 8 qt. rectangular s/s food pan $136.95 22 14 4 7

3975FP 8 qt. rectangular s/s food pan $136.95 22 14 4 7

3105FP 4.5 qt. s/s food pan $87.50 8 8 8 5

3108FP 7 qt. s/s food pan $137.50 10 10 10 8

HE934 heating element for square 6 & 8 qt. induction chafers $812.50 16 14 8 8

HE938 heating element for round 6 & 8 qt. induction chafers $812.50 16 14 8 8

PFP118 6-8 qt. round porcelain food pan $180.00 16 16 4 8

PFP119 4 qt. round porcelain food pan $170.00 14 14 4 6

PFP114 6 qt. square porcelain food pan $160.00 16 16 4 8



PFP117 4 qt. square porcelain food pan $122.50 14 12 4 6

PFP115 8 qt. rectangular porcelain food pan $187.50 22 14 4 9

PFP110 8 qt. round divided porcelain food pan $195.00 16 16 4 8

39311STAND s/s pillard stand for crown induction soup chafer $500.00 16 14 9 12

39811G 11 qt. s/s induction soup chafer w/ hinged glass lid $1,710.00 23 23 11 20

39811STAND s/s pillard stand for jazz rock induction soup chafer $612.50 16 14 9 12

3201PL-SS 1 gal. 18/10 s/s heavy duty pillard coffee urn $1,454.75 24 15 16 22

3203PL-SS 3 gal. 18/10 s/s heavy duty pillard coffee urn $1,562.00 26 16 17 24

3205PL-SS 5 gal. 18/10 s/s heavy duty pillard coffee urn $1,853.50 28 17 18 28

75172 3 gal. lexus ridge design beverage dispenser w/ ice chamber, heavy duty s/s base & lid $1,447.50 ships in 2 boxes box #1 16x12x9 - box #2 26x9x9

75152 3 gal. lexus solid design beverage dispenser w/ ice chamber, heavy duty s/s base & lid $1,447.50 ships in 2 boxes box #1 16x12x9 - box #2 26x9x9

7041 square singular ice cream unit $2,125.00 20 20 14 15

5412 12" round solid design s/s tray w/ classic border $87.44 14 14 2 4

9371 laser cut design round basket $44.62 8 8 8 4

9372 laser cut design round basket $49.87 10 10 10 5

3277 Lexus raised interconnecting butane stove cover-up $721.87

ST1765MB tabletop display stand, 38 3/8W" x 9 7/8"D x 31 1/2"H, One-piece, modern multi level design, lightweight, double sided service, includes 8 glass shelves, XYLO Black Coated Stainless steel$3,100.00

ST1765CP tabletop display stand, 38 3/8W" x 9 7/8"D x 31 1/2"H, One-piece, modern multi level design, lightweight, double sided service, includes 8 glass shelves, XYLO Copper Coated Stainless steel$3,312.50

ST1765RZ tabletop display stand, 38 3/8W" x 9 7/8"D x 31 1/2"H, One-piece, modern multi level design, lightweight, double sided service, includes 8 glass shelves, XYLO Bronze Coated Stainless steel$3,362.50

AC1765MB tabletop display stand, 38 3/8W" x 9 7/8"D x 31 1/2"H, One-piece, modern multi level design, lightweight, double sided service, includes 8 Acrylic shelves, XYLO Black Coated Stainless steel$3,100.00

AC1765CP tabletop display stand, 38 3/8W" x 9 7/8"D x 31 1/2"H, One-piece, modern multi level design, lightweight, double sided service, includes 8 Acrylic shelves, XYLO Copper Coated Stainless steel$3,312.50

AC1765RZ tabletop display stand, 38 3/8W" x 9 7/8"D x 31 1/2"H, One-piece, modern multi level design, lightweight, double sided service, includes 8 Acrylic shelves, XYLO Bronze Coated Stainless steel$3,362.50

AC1765BKMB tabletop display stand, 38 3/8W" x 9 7/8"D x 31 1/2"H, One-piece, modern multi level design, lightweight, double sided service, includes 8 Black Acrylic shelves, XYLO Black Coated Stainless steel$3,225.00

1755GB Circular Tabletop Display, large, 3 level, 33"W x 13 5/8" x 27 1/2"H, modern design, double sided service, includes 3 glass shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, brushed stand$1,100.00

1755GMB Circular Tabletop Display, large, 3 level, 33"W x 13 5/8" x 27 1/2"H, modern design, double sided service, includes 3 glass shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO Black coated finish$1,672.50

1755GCP Circular Tabletop Display, large, 3 level, 33"W x 13 5/8" x 27 1/2"H, modern design, double sided service, includes 3 glass shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO Copper coated finish$1,885.00

1755GRZ Circular Tabletop Display, large, 3 level, 33"W x 13 5/8" x 27 1/2"H, modern design, double sided service, includes 3 glass shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO Bronze coated finish$1,935.00

1755ACB Circular Tabletop Display, large, 3 level, 33"W x 13 5/8" x 27 1/2"H, modern design, double sided service, includes 3 acrylic shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, brushed stand$1,100.00

1755ACMB Circular Tabletop Display, large, 3 level, 33"W x 13 5/8" x 27 1/2"H, modern design, double sided service, includes 3 acrylic shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO Black coated finish$1,672.50

1755ACCP Circular Tabletop Display, large, 3 level, 33"W x 13 5/8" x 27 1/2"H, modern design, double sided service, includes 3 acrylic shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO Copper coated finish$1,885.00

1755ACRZ Circular Tabletop Display, large, 3 level, 33"W x 13 5/8" x 27 1/2"H, modern design, double sided service, includes 3 acrylic shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO Bronze coated finish$1,935.00

AC1755BK Circular Tabletop Display, large, 3 level, 33"W x 13 5/8" x 27 1/2"H, modern design, double sided service, includes 3 black acrylic shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel,$1,075.00

AC1755BKMB Circular Tabletop Display, large, 3 level, 33"W x 13 5/8" x 27 1/2"H, modern design, double sided service, includes 3 black acrylic shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO Black Coated finish$1,775.00

1750GB Circular Tabletop Display, small, 3 level, 23 1/2 "W x 9 1/2"D x 21"H, modern design, double sided service, includes 3 glass shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, brushed stand$947.50

1750GMB Circular Tabletop Display, small, 3 level, 23 1/2 "W x 9 1/2"D x 21"H, modern design, double sided service, includes 3 glass shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, Xylo Black Coated finish$1,397.50

1750GCP Circular Tabletop Display, small, 3 level, 23 1/2 "W x 9 1/2"D x 21"H, modern design, double sided service, includes 3 glass shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, Xylo copper Coated finish$1,547.50

1750GRZ Circular Tabletop Display, small, 3 level, 23 1/2 "W x 9 1/2"D x 21"H, modern design, double sided service, includes 3 glass shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, Xylo Bronze Coated finish$1,597.50

1750ACB Circular Tabletop Display, small, 3 level, 23 1/2 "W x 9 1/2"D x 21"H, modern design, double sided service, includes 3 acrylic shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, brushed Stand$947.50

1750ACMB Circular Tabletop Display, small, 3 level, 23 1/2 "W x 9 1/2"D x 21"H, modern design, double sided service, includes 3 acrylic shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, Xylo Black Coated finish$1,397.50

1750ACCP Circular Tabletop Display, small, 3 level, 23 1/2 "W x 9 1/2"D x 21"H, modern design, double sided service, includes 3 acrylic shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, Xylo Copper Coated finish$1,547.50

1750ACRZ Circular Tabletop Display, small, 3 level, 23 1/2 "W x 9 1/2"D x 21"H, modern design, double sided service, includes 3 acrylic shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, Xylo bronze Coated finish$1,597.50

AC1750BK Circular Tabletop Display, small, 3 level, 23 1/2 "W x 9 1/2"D x 21"H, modern design, double sided service, includes 3 black Acrylic shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel$1,010.00

AC1750BKMB Circular Tabletop Display, small, 3 level, 23 1/2 "W x 9 1/2"D x 21"H, modern design, double sided service, includes 3 black Acrylic shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, Black Coated Finish$1,472.50

1201MB 6” Z design riser, extra heavy stainless steel, stand alone with interconnecting options, open, airy design, nesting for storage, Black Coated$318.75 10 10 8 10

1201CP 6” Z design riser, extra heavy stainless steel, stand alone with interconnecting options, open, airy design, nesting for storage, Copper Coated$318.75 10 10 8 10

1201RZ 6” Z design riser, extra heavy stainless steel, stand alone with interconnecting options, open, airy design, nesting for storage, Bronze Coated$318.75 10 10 8 10

1203MB 12” Z design riser, extra heavy stainless steel, stand alone with interconnecting options, open, airy design, nesting for storage, Black Coated$743.75 10 10 14 12

1203CP 12” Z design riser, extra heavy stainless steel, stand alone with interconnecting options, open, airy design, nesting for storage, Copper Coated$743.75 10 10 14 12

1203RZ 12” Z design riser, extra heavy stainless steel, stand alone with interconnecting options, open, airy design, nesting for storage, Bronze Coated$743.75 10 10 14 12

1710B Escalate riser, 10"W x 10"D x 6 1/2"H, 6 layer, includes grate and sterno holder, stainless steel, Brushed Finish $392.50 10 10 6 1/2 6 12 13 9 1/2 7

1710MB Escalate riser, 10"W x 10"D x 6 1/2"H, 6 layer, includes grate and sterno holder, stainless steel, XYLO black coated finish $560.00 10 10 6 1/2 6 12 13 9 1/2 7

1710CP Escalate riser, 10"W x 10"D x 6 1/2"H, 6 layer, includes grate and sterno holder, stainless steel, XYLO copper coated finish$622.50 10 10 6 1/2 6 12 13 9 1/2 7

1710RZ Escalate riser, 10"W x 10"D x 6 1/2"H, 6 layer, includes grate and sterno holder, stainless steel, XYLO bronze coated finish$672.50 10 10 6 1/2 6 12 13 9 1/2 7

1715B Escalate riser, 10"W x 10"D x 9"H, 8 layer, includes grate and sterno holder, stainless steel, Brushed Finish $487.15 10 10 9 8 12 13 12 9



1715MB Escalate riser, 10"W x 10"D x 9"H, 8 layer, includes grate and sterno holder, stainless steel, XYLO Black coated finish $695.00 10 10 9 8 12 13 12 9

1715CP Escalate riser, 10"W x 10"D x 9"H, 8 layer, includes grate and sterno holder, stainless steel, XYLO copper coated Finish $770.00 10 10 9 8 12 13 12 9

1715RZ Escalate riser, 10"W x 10"D x 9"H, 8 layer, includes grate and sterno holder, stainless steel, XYLO bronze coated Finish $807.50 10 10 9 8 12 13 12 9

1720B Escalate riser, 10"W x 10"D x 14"H, 12 layer, includes grate and sterno holder, stainless steel, Brushed Finish $701.00

1720MB Escalate riser, 10"W x 10"D x 14"H, 12 layer, includes grate and sterno holder, stainless steel, XYLO Black coated finish $995.00

1720CP Escalate riser, 10"W x 10"D x 14"H, 12 layer, includes grate and sterno holder, stainless steel, XYLO copper coated Finish$1,070.00

1720RZ Escalate riser, 10"W x 10"D x 14"H, 12 layer, includes grate and sterno holder, stainless steel, XYLO bronze coated Finish$1,107.50

1721LB Lexus Ridge Design Riser, 5"H, L" shaped, integrating, multi level, s/s, 2 per set , brushed finish $245.00

1722LB Lexus Ridge Design Riser, 10"H, L" shaped, integrating, multi level, s/s, 2 per set , brushed finish $387.50

1723LB Lexus Ridge Design Riser, 15"H, L" shaped, integrating, multi level, s/s, 2 per set , brushed finish $512.50

1731XB Lexus Ridge Design Riser, 5"H, X" shaped, integrating, multi level, s/s, 2 per set , brushed finish $245.00

1732XB Lexus Ridge Design Riser, 10"H, X" shaped, integrating, multi level, s/s, 2 per set , brushed finish $387.50

1733XB Lexus Ridge Design Riser, 15"H, X" shaped, integrating, multi level, s/s, 2 per set , brushed finish $512.50

1521LB Lexus Solid Design Riser, 5"H, L" shaped, integrating, multi level, s/s, 2 per set , brushed finish $245.00 6 6 5 4 8 8 7 5

1522LB Lexus Solid Design Riser, 10"H, L" shaped, integrating, multi level, s/s, 2 per set , brushed finish $367.50 6 6 10 6 8 8 12 7

1523LB Lexus Solid Design Riser, 15"H, L" shaped, integrating, multi level, s/s, 2 per set , brushed finish (please add all glass shelving by confuration, same lime 1723L)$470.00 6 6 15 8 8 8 17 9

1531XB Lexus Solid Design Riser, 5"H, X" shaped, integrating, multi level, s/s, 2 per set , brushed finish $245.00 11 1/2 11 1/2 5 4 13.5 13.5 7 5

1532XB Lexus Solid Design Riser, 10"H, X" shaped, integrating, multi level, s/s, 2 per set , brushed finish $367.50 11 1/2 11 1/2 10 6 13.5 13.5 12 7

1533XB Lexus Solid Design Riser, 15"H, X" shaped, integrating, multi level, s/s, 2 per set , brushed finish $470.00 11 1/2 11 1/2 15 8 13.5 13.5 17 9

32174RIDGEB Lexus ridge design modular buffet stand, 4 Qt., 14"W x 12"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 Brushed S/S$810.00

32174B Lexus solid design modular buffet stand, 4 Qt., 14"W x 12"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 Brushed S/S$810.00

32174RIDGEMB Lexus ridge design modular buffet stand, 4 Qt., 14"W x 12"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 S/S, XYLO Black coated finish$937.50

32174RIDGECP Lexus ridge design modular buffet stand, 4 Qt., 14"W x 12"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 S/S, XYLO copper coated finish$1,062.50

32174RIDGERZ Lexus ridge design modular buffet stand, 4 Qt., 14"W x 12"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 S/S, XYLO bronze coated finish$1,112.50

32174MB Lexus solid design modular buffet stand, 4 Qt., 14"W x 12"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 S/S, XYLO Black coated finish$937.50

32174CP Lexus solid design modular buffet stand, 4 Qt., 14"W x 12"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 S/S, XYLO copper coated finish$1,062.50

32174RZ Lexus solid design modular buffet stand, 4 Qt., 14"W x 12"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 S/S, XYLO bronze coated finish$1,112.50  

32178RIDGEB Lexus ridge design modular buffet stand, 8 Qt., 22"W x 14"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 Brushed S/S$1,185.00

32178B Lexus solid design modular buffet stand, 8 Qt., 22"W x 14"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 Brushed S/S$1,185.00

32178RIDGEMB Lexus ridge design modular buffet stand, 8 Qt., 22"W x 14"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 S/S, XYLO Black Coated finish$1,397.50

32178RIDGECP Lexus ridge design modular buffet stand, 8 Qt., 22"W x 14"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 S/S, XYLO Copper Coated finish$1,547.50

32178RIDGERZ Lexus ridge design modular buffet stand, 8 Qt., 22"W x 14"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 S/S, XYLO bronze Coated finish$1,597.50

32178MB Lexus solid design modular buffet stand, 8 Qt., 22"W x 14"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 S/S, XYLO Black Coated finish$1,397.50

32178CP Lexus solid design modular buffet stand, 8 Qt., 22"W x 14"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 S/S, XYLO Copper Coated finish$1,547.50

32178RZ Lexus solid design modular buffet stand, 8 Qt., 22"W x 14"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 S/S, XYLO bronze Coated finish$1,597.50

1741B Lexus Ridge design connectign riser stand, 8"W x 8"D x 5"H, integrates with L and X risers, sterno clip in shelf. For use as heated or cold riser, grate top, 18/10 stainless steel, Brushed Finish$370.00 8 8 5 5 10 10 7 6

1741MB Lexus Ridge design connectign riser stand, 8"W x 8"D x 5"H, integrates with L and X risers, sterno clip in shelf. For use as heated or cold riser, grate top, 18/10 stainless steel, Xylo black coated finish$550.00 8 8 5 5 10 10 7 6

1741CP Lexus Ridge design connectign riser stand, 8"W x 8"D x 5"H, integrates with L and X risers, sterno clip in shelf. For use as heated or cold riser, grate top, 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO Copper coated finish$587.50 8 8 5 5 10 10 7 6

1741RZ Lexus Ridge design connectign riser stand, 8"W x 8"D x 5"H, integrates with L and X risers, sterno clip in shelf. For use as heated or cold riser, grate top, 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO Bronze coated finish$487.50 8 8 5 5 10 10 7 6

1742B Lexus ridge design connecting riser stand, sterno clip in shelf. For use as heated or cold riser, grate top, 18/10 stainless steel, brushed finish$560.00

1742MB Lexus Ridge design connectign riser stand, 8"W x 8"D x 10"H, integrates with L and X risers, sterno clip in shelf. For use as heated or cold riser, grate top, 18/10 stainless steel, Xylo black coated finish$812.50 8 8 10 8 10 10 12 9

1742CP Lexus Ridge design connectign riser stand, 8"W x 8"D x 10"H, integrates with L and X risers, sterno clip in shelf. For use as heated or cold riser, grate top, 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO Copper coated finish$850.00 8 8 10 8 10 10 12 9

1742RZ Lexus Ridge design connectign riser stand, 8"W x 8"D x 10"H, integrates with L and X risers, sterno clip in shelf. For use as heated or cold riser, grate top, 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO Bronze coated finish$737.50 8 8 10 8 10 10 12 9

1743B Lexus Ridge design connectign riser stand, 8"W x 8"D x 15"H, integrates with L and X risers, sterno clip in shelf. For use as heated or cold riser, grate top, 18/10 stainless steel, Brushed Finish$745.00 8 8 15 11 10 10 17 12

1743MB Lexus Ridge design connectign riser stand, 8"W x 8"D x 15"H, integrates with L and X risers, sterno clip in shelf. For use as heated or cold riser, grate top, 18/10 stainless steel, Xylo black coated finish$947.50 8 8 15 11 10 10 17 12

1743CP Lexus Ridge design connectign riser stand, 8"W x 8"D x 15"H, integrates with L and X risers, sterno clip in shelf. For use as heated or cold riser, grate top, 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO Copper coated finish$985.00 8 8 15 11 10 10 17 12

1743RZ Lexus Ridge design connectign riser stand, 8"W x 8"D x 15"H, integrates with L and X risers, sterno clip in shelf. For use as heated or cold riser, grate top, 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO Bronze coated finish$872.50 8 8 15 11 10 10 17 12

3265GB Butane Stove cover-up, fits most standard stoves, id: 10.5"L x 3.5"H x 13.75"W, custom sizes available, Stainless steel brushed finish$797.50

3265GMB Butane Stove cover-up, fits most standard stoves, id: 10.5"L x 3.5"H x 13.75"W, custom sizes available, XYLO black coated finish$967.50

3265GCP Butane Stove cover-up, fits most standard stoves, id: 10.5"L x 3.5"H x 13.75"W, custom sizes available, XYLO copper coated finish$1,067.50

3265GRZ Butane Stove cover-up, fits most standard stoves, id: 10.5"L x 3.5"H x 13.75"W, custom sizes available, XYLO brinze coated finish$1,105.00

LR-002CP live era action stand, 14" dia x 8.5" H, large, with grate, use with sterno, heavy duty, stainless steel, XYLO Copper coated finish$737.50



LR-002RZ live era action stand, 14" dia x 8.5" H, large, with grate, use with sterno, heavy duty, stainless steel, XYLO Bronze coated finish$737.50

3135B Ballerina coffee urn, 5 gallon, bullet style with tower style lid, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, Brushed finish$1,192.50

3135MB Ballerina coffee urn, 5 gallon, bullet style with tower style lid, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated finish$1,580.00

3135CP Ballerina coffee urn, 5 gallon, bullet style with tower style lid, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finish$1,730.00

3135RZ Ballerina coffee urn, 5 gallon, bullet style with tower style lid, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO brinze coated finish$1,780.00

3133B Ballerina coffee urn, 3 gallon, bullet style with tower style lid, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, Brushed finish$985.00 26 14 16 25

3133MB Ballerina coffee urn, 3 gallon, bullet style with tower style lid, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated finish$1,435.00 26 14 16 25

3133CP Ballerina coffee urn, 3 gallon, bullet style with tower style lid, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finish$1,585.00 26 14 16 25

3133RZ Ballerina coffee urn, 3 gallon, bullet style with tower style lid, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO brinze coated finish$1,635.00 26 14 16 25

3131B Ballerina coffee urn, 1.5 gallon, bullet style with tower style lid, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, Brushed finish$685.00

3131MB Ballerina coffee urn, 1.5 gallon, bullet style with tower style lid, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated finish$1,110.00

3131CP Ballerina coffee urn, 1.5 gallon, bullet style with tower style lid, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finish$1,210.00

3131RZ Ballerina coffee urn, 1.5 gallon, bullet style with tower style lid, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO brinze coated finish$1,260.00

3201FSB Freedom Coffee urn, 1.5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, Brushed finish, 5 star series$1,652.50

3201FSMB Freedom Coffee urn, 1.5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, XYLO black coated finish, 5 star series$2,077.50

3201FSCP Freedom Coffee urn, 1.5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, XYLO copper coated finish, 5 star series$2,177.50

3201FSRZ Freedom Coffee urn, 1.5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel,XYLO bronze coated finish, 5 star series$2,227.50

3203FSB Freedom Coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, Brushed finish, 5 star series$1,797.50

3203FSMB Freedom Coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, XYLO black coated finish, 5 star series$2,247.50

3203FSCP Freedom Coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, XYLO copper coated finish, 5 star series$2,397.50

3203FSRZ Freedom Coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel,XYLO bronze coated finish, 5 star series$2,447.50

3205FSB Freedom Coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, Brushed finish, 5 star series$2,152.50

3205FSMB Freedom Coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, XYLO black coated finish, 5 star series$2,547.50

3205FSCP Freedom Coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, XYLO copper coated finish, 5 star series$2,697.50

3205FSRZ Freedom Coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel,XYLO bronze coated finish, 5 star series$2,747.50

3113B Park ave collection coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, 18/10 stainless steel, Brushed body, 4 star series $920.00

3113MB Park ave collection coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO black coated body, 4 star series$1,372.50

3113CP Park ave collection coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO copper coated body, 4 star series$1,522.50

3113RZ Park ave collection coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO bronze coated body, 4 star series$1,572.50

3115B Park ave collection coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, 18/10 stainless steel, Brushed body, 4 star series $1,127.50

3115MB Park ave collection coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO black coated body, 4 star series$1,522.50

3115CP Park ave collection coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO copper coated body, 4 star series$1,672.50

3115RZ Park ave collection coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO bronze coated body, 4 star series$1,722.50

3001FSB Freedom Coffee urn, 1.5 gal, thermally insulated, easy flow spigot, removable body, stainless steel interior and exterior, brushed finish, 5 star series$2,017.50

3001FSMB Freedom Coffee urn, 1.5 gal, thermally insulated, easy flow spigot, removable body, stainless steel interior and exterior, XYLO black finish, 5 star series$2,485.00

3001FSCP Freedom Coffee urn, 1.5 gal, thermally insulated, easy flow spigot, removable body, stainless steel interior and exterior, XYLO copper finish, 5 star series$2,585.00

3001FSRZ Freedom Coffee urn, 1.5 gal, thermally insulated, easy flow spigot, removable body, stainless steel interior and exterior, XYLO bronze finish, 5 star series$2,635.00

3003FSB Freedom Coffee urn,3 gal, thermally insulated, easy flow spigot, removable body, stainless steel interior and exterior, brushed finish, 5 star series$2,395.00

3003FSMB Freedom Coffee urn, 3 gal, thermally insulated, easy flow spigot, removable body, stainless steel interior and exterior, XYLO black finish, 5 star series$2,845.00

3003FSCP Freedom Coffee urn, 3 gal, thermally insulated, easy flow spigot, removable body, stainless steel interior and exterior, XYLO copper finish, 5 star series$2,995.00

3003FSRZ Freedom Coffee urn, 3 gal, thermally insulated, easy flow spigot, removable body, stainless steel interior and exterior, XYLO bronze finish, 5 star series$3,045.00

3005FSB Freedom Coffee urn, 5 gal, thermally insulated, easy flow spigot, removable body, stainless steel interior and exterior, brushed finish, 5 star series$2,962.50

3005FSMB Freedom Coffee urn, 5 gal, thermally insulated, easy flow spigot, removable body, stainless steel interior and exterior, XYLO black finish, 5 star series$3,372.50

3005FSCP Freedom Coffee urn, 5 gal, thermally insulated, easy flow spigot, removable body, stainless steel interior and exterior, XYLO copper finish, 5 star series$3,522.50

3005FSRZ Freedom Coffee urn, 5 gal, thermally insulated, easy flow spigot, removable body, stainless steel interior and exterior, XYLO bronze finish, 5 star series$3,572.50

3013B Steamer park ave coffee urn, 3 gal, hands free/push in spigot, removable body, no open flames, thermally insulated, stainless steel interior and exterior, 4 star series, Brushed Finish body$1,677.50

3013MB Steamer park ave coffee urn, 3 gal, hands free/push in spigot, removable body, no open flames, thermally insulated, stainless steel interior and exterior, 4 star series, XYLO black coated Finish body$2,127.50

3013CP Steamer park ave coffee urn, 3 gal, hands free/push in spigot, removable body, no open flames, thermally insulated, stainless steel interior and exterior, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated Finish body$2,277.50

3013RZ Steamer park ave coffee urn, 3 gal, hands free/push in spigot, removable body, no open flames, thermally insulated, stainless steel interior and exterior, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated Finish body$2,327.50

3123B pillard coffee urn, 3 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish $920.00

3123MB pillard coffee urn, 3 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLO black coated finish$1,372.50

3123CP pillard coffee urn, 3 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated finish$1,522.50



3123RZ pillard coffee urn, 3 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish$1,572.50

3125B pillard coffee urn, 5 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish $1,127.50

3125MB pillard coffee urn, 5 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLO black coated finish$1,522.50

3125CP pillard coffee urn, 5 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated finish$1,672.50

3125RZ pillard coffee urn, 5 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish$1,722.50

3023B Steamer pillard coffee urn, 3 gal , hands free/pushin spigot, removable body, no open flames, thermally insulated, stainless steel interior and exterior, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,677.50

3023MB Steamer pillard coffee urn, 3 gal , hands free/pushin spigot, removable body, no open flames, thermally insulated, stainless steel interior and exterior, 4 star series, XYLO black coated finish$2,122.50

3023CP Steamer pillard coffee urn, 3 gal , hands free/pushin spigot, removable body, no open flames, thermally insulated, stainless steel interior and exterior, 4 star series, XYLO Copper coated finish$2,272.50

3023RZ Steamer pillard coffee urn, 3 gal , hands free/pushin spigot, removable body, no open flames, thermally insulated, stainless steel interior and exterior, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish$2,322.50

3201LB Luminous coffee urn, 1.5 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, heavy duty stainles steel, 5 star series, brushed finish $1,587.50

3201LMB Luminous coffee urn, 1.5 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, heavy duty stainles steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated finish$2,022.50

3201LCP Luminous coffee urn, 1.5 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, heavy duty stainles steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finish$2,122.50

3201LRZ Luminous coffee urn, 1.5 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, heavy duty stainles steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish$2,172.50

3203LB Luminous coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, heavy duty stainles steel, 5 star series, brushed finish $1,727.50

3203LMB Luminous coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, heavy duty stainles steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated finish$2,185.00

3203LCP Luminous coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, heavy duty stainles steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finish$2,335.00

3203LRZ Luminous coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, heavy duty stainles steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish$2,385.00

3205LB Luminous coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, heavy duty stainles steel, 5 star series, brushed finish $2,067.50

3205LMB Luminous coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, heavy duty stainles steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated finish$2,460.00

3205LCP Luminous coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, heavy duty stainles steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finish$2,610.00

3205LRZ Luminous coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, heavy duty stainles steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish$2,660.00

3201LHB lion head coffee urn, 1.5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,587.50

3201LHMB lion head coffee urn, 1.5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated finish$2,022.50

3201LHCP lion head coffee urn, 1.5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finish$2,122.50

3201LHRZ lion head coffee urn, 1.5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish$2,172.50

3203LHB lion head coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,727.50

3203LHMB lion head coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated finish$2,185.00

3203LHCP lion head coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finish$2,335.00

3203LHRZ lion head coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish$2,385.00

3205LHB lion head coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$2,067.50

3205LHMB lion head coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated finish$2,460.00

3205LHCP lion head coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finish$2,610.00

3205LHRZ lion head coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish$2,660.00

3201QAB Queen-anne coffee urn,1.5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,652.50

3201QAMB Queen-anne coffee urn,1.5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coatedfinish$2,075.00

3201QACP Queen-anne coffee urn,1.5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finish$2,175.00

3201QARZ Queen-anne coffee urn,1.5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish$2,225.00

3203QAB Queen-anne coffee urn,3 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,797.50

3203QAMB Queen-anne coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coatedfinish$2,245.00

3203QACP Queen-anne coffee urn,3 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finish$2,395.00

3203QARZ Queen-anne coffee urn,3 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish$2,445.00

3205QAB Queen-anne coffee urn,5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$2,152.50

3205QAMB Queen-anne coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated finish$2,547.50

3205QACP Queen-anne coffee urn,5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finish$2,697.50

3205QARZ Queen-anne coffee urn,5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish$2,747.50

3143B P2 pillard squared coffee urn, 3 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$960.00

3143MB P2 pillard squared coffee urn, 3 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated finish$1,410.00

3143CP P2 pillard squared coffee urn, 3 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated finish$1,560.00

3143RZ P2 pillard squared coffee urn, 3 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish$1,610.00

3145B P2 pillard squared coffee urn, 5 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,125.00

3145MB P2 pillard squared coffee urn, 5 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated finish$1,575.00

3145CP P2 pillard squared coffee urn, 5 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated finish$1,725.00



3145RZ P2 pillard squared coffee urn, 5 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish$1,775.00

7803B Beverage dispenser, 3 gal, round, with ice chamber, modern design, heavy duty s/s base and lid, brushed finish $2,112.50

7803MB Beverage dispenser, 3 gal, round, with ice chamber, modern design, heavy duty s/s base and lid, XYLO black coated finish$2,362.50

7803CP Beverage dispenser, 3 gal, round, with ice chamber, modern design, heavy duty s/s base and lid, XYLO copper coated finish$2,512.50

7803RZ Beverage dispenser, 3 gal, round, with ice chamber, modern design, heavy duty s/s base and lid, XYLO bronze coated finish$2,562.50

7805B Beverage dispenser, 5 gal, round, with ice chamber, modern design, heavy duty s/s base and lid, brushed finish $2,162.50

7805MB Beverage dispenser, 5 gal, round, with ice chamber, modern design, heavy duty s/s base and lid, XYLO black coated finish$2,412.50

7805CP Beverage dispenser, 5 gal, round, with ice chamber, modern design, heavy duty s/s base and lid, XYLO copper coated finish$2,562.50

7805RZ Beverage dispenser, 5 gal, round, with ice chamber, modern design, heavy duty s/s base and lid, XYLO bronze coated finish$2,612.50

78403-LMB Luminuos collection bev dispenser, 3 gal, round, dome lid, removable ice chamber, stainless steel dome and base, XYLO black coated finish$2,025.00

78403-LCP Luminuos collection bev dispenser, 3 gal, round, dome lid, removable ice chamber, stainless steel dome and base, XYLO copper coated finish$2,175.00

78403-LRZ Luminuos collection bev dispenser, 3 gal, round, dome lid, removable ice chamber, stainless steel dome and base, XYLO bronze coated finish$2,225.00

78405-LMB Luminuos collection bev dispenser, 5 gal, round, dome lid, removable ice chamber, stainless steel dome and base, XYLO black coated finish$2,230.00

78405-LCP Luminuos collection bev dispenser, 5 gal, round, dome lid, removable ice chamber, stainless steel dome and base, XYLO copper coated finish$2,380.00

78405-LRZ Luminuos collection bev dispenser, 5 gal, round, dome lid, removable ice chamber, stainless steel dome and base, XYLO bronze coated finish$2,430.00

75172B Lexus ridge design bev dispenser, 3 gal, 8.25"W x 8.25"D x 30"H, with ice chamber, acrylic canister with stainless steel base, brushed finish$1,635.00

75172MB Lexus ridge design bev dispenser, 3 gal, 8.25"W x 8.25"D x 30"H, with ice chamber, acrylic canister with stainless steel base, XYLO black coated finish$1,872.50

75172CP Lexus ridge design bev dispenser, 3 gal, 8.25"W x 8.25"D x 30"H, with ice chamber, acrylic canister with stainless steel base, XYLO copper coated finish$2,022.50

75172RZ Lexus ridge design bev dispenser, 3 gal, 8.25"W x 8.25"D x 30"H, with ice chamber, acrylic canister with stainless steel base, XYLO bronze coated finish$2,072.50

75152 Lexus solid design bev dispenser, 3 gal, 8.25"W x 8.25"D x 30"H, with ice chamber, acrylic canister with stainless steel base,$1,447.50

75152B Lexus solid design bev dispenser, 3 gal, 8.25"W x 8.25"D x 30"H, with ice chamber, acrylic canister with stainless steel base, brushed finish$1,635.00

75152MB Lexus solid design bev dispenser, 3 gal, 8.25"W x 8.25"D x 30"H, with ice chamber, acrylic canister with stainless steel base, XYLO black coated finish$1,872.50

75152CP Lexus solid design bev dispenser, 3 gal, 8.25"W x 8.25"D x 30"H, with ice chamber, acrylic canister with stainless steel base, XYLO copper coated finish$2,022.50

75152RZ Lexus solid design bev dispenser, 3 gal, 8.25"W x 8.25"D x 30"H, with ice chamber, acrylic canister with stainless steel base, XYLO bronze coated finish$2,072.50

7512B Pillard collection bev dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, brushed finish $762.50

7512MB Pillard collection bev dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, XYLO black coated finish $900.00

7512CP Pillard collection bev dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, XYLO copper coated finish$1,050.00

7512RZ Pillard collection bev dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, XYLO bronzecoated finish$1,100.00

7522B P2 collection bev dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, brushed finish $762.50

7522MB P2 collection bev dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, XYLO black coated finish $900.00

7522CP P2 collection bev dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, XYLO copper coated finish $1,050.00

7522RZ P2 collection bev dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, XYLO bronze coated finish $1,100.00

7552B queen anne collection bev dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, brushed finish $835.00

7552MB queen anne collection bev dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, XYLO black coated finish$975.00

7552CP Queen anne collection bev dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, XYLO copper coated finish$1,125.00

7552RZ Queen Anne collection bev dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, XYLO bronze coated finish$1,175.00

7542B Freedom collection bev dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, brushed finish $867.50

7542MB Freedom collection bev dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, XYLO black coated finish$987.50

7542CP Freedom collection bev dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, XYLO copper coated finish$1,137.50

7542RZ Freedom collection bev dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, XYLO bronze coated finish$1,187.50

7572LB Luminous collection bev dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, XYLO black coated finish$907.50

7572LMB Luminous collection bev dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, XYLO black coated finish$987.50

7572LCP Luminous collection bev dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, XYLO copper coated finish$1,137.50

7572LRZ Luminous collection bev dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, XYLO bronze coated finish$1,187.50

7582B Milk Disp, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel, brushed finish $942.50

7582MB Milk Disp, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel, XYLO black coated finish $1,172.50

7582CP Milk Disp, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel, XYLO copper coated finish $1,322.50

7582RZ Milk Disp, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel, XYLO bronze coated finish $1,372.50

7502B park Ave collection bev disp., 2 gal, round, s/s central ice chamber, s/s cover and base, brushed finish $690.00

7502MB park Ave collection bev disp., 2 gal, round, s/s central ice chamber, s/s cover and base, XYLO black coated finish $847.50

7502CP park Ave collection bev disp., 2 gal, round, s/s central ice chamber, s/s cover and base, XYLO copper coated finish $997.50

7502RZ park Ave collection bev disp., 2 gal, round, s/s central ice chamber, s/s cover and base, XYLO bronze coated finish $1,025.00



7592B Apple cider bev disp., 2 gal, use with sterno, stainless steel, brushed finish $907.50

7592MB Apple cider bev disp., 2 gal, use with sterno, stainless steel, XYLO black coated finish $987.50

7592CP Apple cider bev disp., 2 gal, use with sterno, stainless steel, XYLO copper coated finish $1,137.50

7592RZ Apple cider bev disp., 2 gal, use with sterno, stainless steel, XYLO bronze coated finish $1,187.50

7561B Milk disp., 3 liter, includes s/s ice chamber and drip catcher, stainless steel, brushed finish $875.00

7562B Milk disp., 2 Gal, includes s/s ice chamber and drip catcher, triangle base, stainless steel, brushed finish $1,135.00

3964GB Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star serier, brushed finish$1,260.00

3964B Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star serier, Brushed finish$1,225.50

3964MB Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star serier, XYLO black coated finish Lid$1,522.50

3964CP Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star serier, XYLO coppercoated finished lid$1,622.50

3964RZ Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star serier, XYLO bronze coated finished lid$1,672.50

3938GB Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, Round, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star serier, brushed finish$1,335.00

3938B Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, Round, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star serier, brushed finish$1,297.50

3938MB Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, Round, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star serier, XYLO black caoted finished lid$1,645.00

3938CP Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, Round, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star serier, XYLO copper caoted finished lid$1,745.00

3938RZ Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, Round, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star serier, XYLO bronze caoted finished lid$1,795.00

3935GB Crown Collection induction chafer, 8 qt, Rectangular, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star serier, brushed finish$1,710.00

3935B Crown Collection induction chafer, 8 qt, Rectangular, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star serier, brushed finish$1,672.50

3935MB Crown Collection induction chafer, 8 qt, Rectangular, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star serier, XYLO black coated finished lid$1,972.50

3935CP Crown Collection induction chafer, 8 qt, Rectangular, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star serier, XYLO copper coated finished lid$2,122.50

3935RZ Crown Collection induction chafer, 8 qt, Rectangular, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star serier, XYLO bronze coated finished lid$2,172.50

3939GB Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, Round, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star serier, brushed finish$1,260.00

3939B Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, Round, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star serier, brushed finish$1,222.50

3939MB Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, Round, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star serier, XYLO black caoted finished lid$1,522.50

3939CP Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, Round, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star serier, XYLO copper caoted finished lid$1,622.50

3939RZ Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, Round, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star serier, XYLO bronze caoted finished lid$1,672.50

3934GB Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star serier, brushed finish$1,335.00

3934B Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star serier, Brushed finish$1,297.50

3934MB Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star serier, XYLO black coated finish Lid$1,645.00

3934CP Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star serier, XYLO coppercoated finished lid$1,745.00

3934RZ Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star serier, XYLO bronze coated finished lid$1,795.00

3999GB Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 4 qt, round, full glass hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,855.00

3999B Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 4 qt, round,full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,685.00

3999MB Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 4 qt, round, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated lid$1,987.50

3999CP Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 4 qt, round, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated lid$2,087.50

3999RZ Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 4 qt, round, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated lid$2,137.50

3994GB Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square , full glass hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,982.50

3994B Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,837.50

3994MB Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO Black coated finished lid$2,137.50

3994CP Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finished lid$2,237.50

3994RZ Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finished lid$2,287.50

3995GB Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 8 qt, Rectangular, full glass hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$2,310.00

3995B Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 8 qt, Rectangular, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$2,225.00

3995MB Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 8 qt,rectangular, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO Black coated finished lid$2,487.50

3995CP Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finished lid$2,637.50

3995RZ Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finished lid$2,687.50

3997GB Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square , full glass hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,855.00

3997B Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,685.00

3997MB Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO Black coated finished lid$1,987.50

3997CP Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finished lid$2,087.50

3997RZ Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finished lid$2,137.50

3998GB Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 6 qt, round, full glass hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,982.50



3998B Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 6 qt, round,full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,837.50

3998MB Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 6 qt, round, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated lid$2,137.50

3998CP Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 6 qt, round, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated lid$2,237.50

3998RZ Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 6 qt, round, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated lid$2,287.50

3995STANDB Jazz rock collection inductsion chafer stand, rectangular, pillard legs, for 3995 & 3995g. 18/10 stainless steel, brushed finish$775.00

3998STANDB Jazz rock collection inductsion chafer stand, round, pillard legs, for 3998 & 3998g. 18/10 stainless steel, brushed finish $750.00

3994STANDB Jazz rock collection inductsion chafer stand, Square, pillard legs, for 3994 & 3994g. 18/10 stainless steel, brushed finish $750.00

3975GSB Jazz Swing collection chafer, rectangular, 8 qt, pillard leg stand, contemporary style glass hinged cover, sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$2,157.50

3975SB Jazz Swing collection chafer, rectangular, pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$2,122.50

3975SMB Jazz Swing collection chafer, rectangular, 8 qt. pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated finish Lid$2,245.00

3975SCP Jazz Swing collection chafer, rectangular, 8 qt. pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated finish Lid$2,395.00

3975RZ Jazz Swing collection chafer, rectangular, 8 qt. pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish Lid$2,445.00

3977GSB Jazz Swing collection chafer, square, 4 qt. pillard leg stand, contemporary style glass hinged cover, sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,825.00

3977SB Jazz Swing collection chafer, square, 4 qt. , pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,787.50

3977SMB Jazz Swing collection chafer,square, 4qt. , pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated finish Lid$1,950.00

3977SCP Jazz Swing collection chafer, square, 4 qt, pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated finish$2,050.00

3977SRZ Jazz Swing collection chafer, square,4 qt., pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish Lid$2,100.00

3974GSB Jazz Swing collection chafer, square, 6 qt. pillard leg stand, contemporary style glass hinged cover, sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,987.50

3974SB Jazz Swing collection chafer, square, 6 qt. , pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,950.00

3974SMB Jazz Swing collection chafer,square, 6 qt. , pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated finish$2,122.50

3974SCP Jazz Swing collection chafer, square, 6 qt, pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated finish Lid$2,222.50

3974SRZ Jazz Swing collection chafer, square, 6 qt., pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish Lid$2,272.50

3979GSB Jazz Swing collection chafer, round, 4 qt. pillard leg stand, contemporary style glass hinged cover, sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,740.00

3979SB Jazz Swing collection chafer, round, 4 qt. , pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,702.50

3979SMB Jazz Swing collection chafer,round, 4 qt. , pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated finish LId$1,862.50

3979SCP Jazz Swing collection chafer, round, 4 qt, pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated finish Lid$1,962.50

3979SRZ Jazz Swing collection chafer, round, 4 qt., pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish Lid$2,012.50

3978GSB Jazz Swing collection chafer, round, 6 qt. pillard leg stand, contemporary style glass hinged cover, sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,817.50

3978SB Jazz Swing collection chafer, round, 6 qt. , pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,780.00

3978SMB Jazz Swing collection chafer,round, 6 qt. , pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated finish Lid$1,937.50

3978SCP Jazz Swing collection chafer, round, 6 qt, pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated finish Lid$2,037.50

3978SRZ Jazz Swing collection chafer, round, 6 qt., pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish LId$2,087.50

3934GSB Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, freedom style stand, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,997.50

3934SB Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,960.00

3934SMB Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated lid$2,122.50

3934SCP Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated lid$2,222.50

3934SRZ Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated lid$2,272.50

3964GSB Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, freedom style stand, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,922.50

3964SB Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,885.00

3964SMB Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated lid$2,047.50

3964SCP Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated lid$2,147.50

3964SRZ Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated lid$2,197.50

3939GSB Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, round, freedom style stand, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,922.50

3939SB Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, round, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,885.00

3939SMB Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, round, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated lid$2,047.50

3939SCP Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, round, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated lid$2,147.50

3939SRZ Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, round, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated lid$2,197.50

3938GSB Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, round, freedom style stand, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,997.50

3938SB Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, round, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,960.00

3938SMB Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, round, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated lid$2,122.50

3938SCP Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, round, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated lid$2,222.50

3938SRZ Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, round, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated lid$2,272.50



3935GSB Crown Collection induction chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, freedom style stand, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$2,350.00

3935SB Crown Collection induction chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$2,312.50

3935SMB Crown Collection induction chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated lid$2,437.50

3935SCP Crown Collection induction chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated lid$2,587.50

3935SRZ Crown Collection induction chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated lid$2,637.50

3914G/SB Park Ave Chafing dish, 6 qt, square, stop-n-go hinged glass dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,395.00

3914SB Park Ave Chafing dish, 6 qt, square, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish $1,360.00

3914SMB Park Ave Chafing dish, 6 qt, square, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo black coated finished lid$1,612.50

3914SCP Park Ave Chafing dish, 6 qt, square, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo copper coated finished lid$1,712.50

3914SRZ Park Ave Chafing dish, 6 qt, square, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo bronze coated finished lid$1,755.00

3918G/SB Park Ave Chafing dish, 6 qt,round, stop-n-go hinged glass dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,397.50

3918SB Park Ave Chafing dish, 6 qt, round, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish $1,360.00

3918SMB Park Ave Chafing dish, 6 qt, round, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo black coated finished lid$1,612.50

3918SCP Park Ave Chafing dish, 6 qt, round, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo copper coated finished lid$1,712.50

3918SRZ Park Ave Chafing dish, 6 qt, round, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo bronze coated finished lid$1,755.00

3915G/SB Park Ave Chafing dish, 8 qt,rectangular, stop-n-go hinged glass dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,647.50

3915SB Park Ave Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,600.00

3915SMB Park Ave Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo black coated finished lid$1,775.00

3915SCP Park Ave Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo copper coated finished lid$1,887.50

3915SRZ Park Ave Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo bronze coated finished lid$1,925.00

3915B 4 Star series, 8 qt, rectangular induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel brushed finish $1,220.00

3915MB 4 Star series, 8 qt, rectangular induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel black coated finished lid$1,485.00

3915CP 4 Star series, 8 qt, rectangular induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel copper coated finished lid$1,585.00

3915RZ 4 Star series, 8 qt, rectangular induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel bronze coated finished lid$1,622.50

3914GB 4 Star series, 6 qt, Square induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged glass dome lid, stainless steel brushed finish $995.00

3914B 4 Star series, 6 qt, square induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel brushed finish $922.50

3914MB 4 Star series, 6 qt, square induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel black coated finished lid $1,272.50

3914CP 4 Star series, 6 qt, square induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel copper coated finished lid $1,370.00

3914RZ 4 Star series, 6 qt, square induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel bronze coated finished lid $1,410.00

3918GB 4 Star series, 6 qt, round induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged glass dome lid, stainless steel brushed finish $995.00

3918B 4 Star series, 6 qt, round induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel brushed finish $922.50

3918MB 4 Star series, 6 qt, round induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel black coated finished lid $1,272.50

3918CP 4 Star series, 6 qt, round induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel copper coated finished lid $1,370.00

3918RZ 4 Star series, 6 qt, round induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel bronze coated finished lid $1,410.00

3118B Park ave collection chafing dish, 8 qt., round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel, brushed finish$1,475.00

3118MB Park ave collection chafing dish, 8 qt., round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel,XYLO black coated finished lid$1,647.50

3118CP Park ave collection chafing dish, 8 qt., round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel,XYLO copper coated finished lid$1,797.50

3118RZ Park ave collection chafing dish, 8 qt., round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel,XYLO bronze coated finished lid$1,847.50

3119B Park ave collection chafing dish, 4 qt., round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel, brushed finish$775.00

3119MB Park ave collection chafing dish, 4 qt., round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel,XYLO black coated finished lid$972.50

3119CP Park ave collection chafing dish, 4 qt., round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel,XYLO copper coated finished lid$1,072.50

3119RZ Park ave collection chafing dish, 4 qt., round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel,XYLO bronze coated finished lid$1,122.50

3117B Park ave collection chafing dish, 4 qt., square, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel, brushed finish$822.50

3117MB Park ave collection chafing dish, 4 qt., square, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel,XYLO black coated finished lid$987.50

3117CP Park ave collection chafing dish, 4 qt., square, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel,XYLO copper coated finished lid$1,087.50

3117RZ Park ave collection chafing dish, 4 qt., square, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel,XYLO bronze coated finished lid$1,137.50

3114B Park ave collection chafing dish, 8 qt., rectangular, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel, brushed finish$1,442.50

3114MB Park ave collection chafing dish, 8 qt., rectangular, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel,XYLO black coated finished lid$1,832.50

3114CP Park ave collection chafing dish, 8 qt., rectangular , rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel,XYLO copper coated finished lid$1,982.50

3114RZ Park ave collection chafing dish, 8 qt., rectangular, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel,XYLO bronze coated finished lid$2,032.50

3604FSB Freedom chafer, 8 qt. rectangular, roll-top cover stops at any angle, dripless feature, with food guard, 180 full roll back, includes dual sterno holders, food and water pans, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$2,622.50

3604FSMB Freedom chafer, 8 qt. rectangular, roll-top cover stops at any angle, dripless feature, with food guard, 180 full roll back, includes dual sterno holders, food and water pans, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated lid$2,882.00



3604FSCP Freedom chafer, 8 qt. rectangular, roll-top cover stops at any angle, dripless feature, with food guard, 180 full roll back, includes dual sterno holders, food and water pans, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated lid$3,030.00

3604FSRZ Freedom chafer, 8 qt. rectangular, roll-top cover stops at any angle, dripless feature, with food guard, 180 full roll back, includes dual sterno holders, food and water pans, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated lid$3,080.00

3608FSB Freedom chafer, 8 qt. round, roll-top cover stops at any angle, dripless feature, with food guard, 180 full roll back, includes dual sterno holders, food and water pans, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$2,387.50

3608FSMB Freedom chafer, 8 qt. round, roll-top cover stops at any angle, dripless feature, with food guard, 180 full roll back, includes dual sterno holders, food and water pans, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated lid$2,487.50

3608FSCP Freedom chafer, 8 qt. round, roll-top cover stops at any angle, dripless feature, with food guard, 180 full roll back, includes dual sterno holders, food and water pans, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated lid$2,637.50

3608FSRZ Freedom chafer, 8 qt. round, roll-top cover stops at any angle, dripless feature, with food guard, 180 full roll back, includes dual sterno holders, food and water pans, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated lid$2,687.50

3934GPLB Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, pillard style stand, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,997.50

3934PLB Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, pilllard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,960.00

3934PLMB Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, pillard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated lid$2,122.50

3934PLCP Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, pillard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated lid$2,222.50

3934PLRZ Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, pillard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated lid$2,272.50

3964GPLB Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, pillard style stand, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,922.50

3964PLB Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, pillard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,885.00

3964PLMB Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, pillard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated lid$2,047.50

3964PLCP Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, pillard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated lid$2,147.50

3964PLRZ Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, pillard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated lid$2,197.50

3939GPLB Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, round, pillard style stand, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,922.50

3939PLB Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, round, pillard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,885.00

3939PLMB Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, round, pillard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated lid$2,047.50

3939PLCP Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, round, pillard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated lid$2,147.50

3939PLRZ Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, round,pillard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated lid$2,197.50

3938GPLB Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, round, pillard style stand, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,997.50

3938PLB Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, round, pillard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,960.00

3938PLMB Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, round,pillard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated lid$2,122.50

3938PLCP Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, round, pillard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated lid$2,222.50

3938PLRZ Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, round, pillard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated lid$2,272.50

3935GPLB Crown Collection induction chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, freedom style stand, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$2,350.00

3935PLB Crown Collection induction chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish$2,312.50

3935PLMB Crown Collection induction chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated lid$2,437.50

3935PLCP Crown Collection induction chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated lid$2,587.50

3935PLRZ Crown Collection induction chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated lid$2,637.50

3958G/SB Pillard Chafing dish, 6 qt,round, stop-n-go hinged glass lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish $1,397.50

3958/SB Pillard Chafing dish, 6 qt, round, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish $1,360.00

3958/SMB Pillard Chafing dish, 6 qt, round, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo black coated finished lid$1,612.50

3958/SCP Pillard Chafing dish, 6 qt, round, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo copper coated finished lid$1,712.50

3958/SRZ Pillard Chafing dish, 6 qt, round, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo bronze coated finished lid$1,755.00

3955G/SB Pillard Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged glass lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish $1,647.50

3955/SB Pillard Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,600.00

3955/SMB Pillard Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo black coated finished lid$1,775.00

3955/SCP Pillard Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo copper coated finished lid$1,887.50

3955/SRZ Pillard Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo bronze coated finished lid$1,925.00

3954G/SB Pillard Chafing dish, 6 qt,square, stop-n-go hinged glass lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish $1,395.00

3954/SB Pillard Chafing dish, 6 qt, square, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish $1,360.00

3954/SMB Pillard Chafing dish, 6 qt, square, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo black coated finished lid$1,612.50

3954/SCP Pillard Chafing dish, 6 qt, square, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo copper coated finished lid$1,712.50

3954/SRZ Pillard Chafing dish, 6 qt,square, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo bronze coated finished lid$1,755.00

3958GB 4 Star series, 6 qt, round induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged glass dome lid, stainless steel brushed finish $995.00

3958B 4 Star series, 6 qt, round induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel brushed finish $922.50

3958MB 4 Star series, 6 qt, round induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel black coated finished lid $1,272.50

3958CP 4 Star series, 6 qt, round induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel copper coated finished lid $1,370.00

3958RZ 4 Star series, 6 qt, round induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel bronze coated finished lid $1,410.00

3955GB 4 Star series, 8 qt, rectangular induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged glass dome lid, stainless steel brushed finish $1,245.00



3955B 4 Star series, 8 qt, rectangular induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel brushed finish $1,220.00

3955MB 4 Star series, 8 qt, rectangular induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel black coated finished lid$1,485.00

3955CP 4 Star series, 8 qt, rectangular induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel copper coated finished lid$1,585.00

3955RZ 4 Star series, 8 qt, rectangular induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel bronze coated finished lid$1,622.50

3954GB 4 Star series, 6 qt, Square induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged glass dome lid, stainless steel brushed finish $995.00

3954B 4 Star series, 6 qt, square induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel brushed finish $922.50

3954MB 4 Star series, 6 qt, square induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel black coated finished lid $1,272.50

3954CP 4 Star series, 6 qt, square induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel copper coated finished lid $1,370.00

3954RZ 4 Star series, 6 qt, square induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel bronze coated finished lid $1,410.00

3128B Pillard chafer, 8 qt., round, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped legs, stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,447.50

3128MB Pillard chafer, 8 qt., round, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped legs, stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated finished lid$1,660.00

3128CP Pillard chafer, 8 qt., round, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped legs, stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated finished lid$1,660.00

3128RZ Pillard chafer, 8 qt., round, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped legs, stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated finished lid$1,660.00

3124B Pillard chafer, 8 qt., rectangular, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped legs, stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,522.50

3124MB Pillard chafer, 8 qt., rectangular, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped legs, stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated finished lid$1,685.00

3124CP Pillard chafer, 8 qt., rectangular, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped legs, stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated finished lid$1,685.00

3124RZ Pillard chafer, 8 qt., rectangular, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped legs, stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated finished lid$1,685.00

3944/GS P2 Chafing dish, 6 qt,square, stop-n-go hinged glass lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish $1,210.00

3944/SB P2 Chafing dish, 6 qt, square, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish $1,210.00

3944/SMB P2 Chafing dish, 6 qt, square, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo black coated finished lid$1,475.00

3944/SCP P2 Chafing dish, 6 qt, square, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo copper coated finished lid$1,475.00

3944/SRZ P2 Chafing dish, 6 qt,square, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo bronze coated finished lid$1,475.00

3948G/SB P2 Chafing dish, 6 qt,round, stop-n-go hinged glass lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish $1,210.00

3948/SB P2 Chafing dish, 6 qt, round, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish $1,210.00

3948/SMB P2 Chafing dish, 6 qt, round, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo black coated finished lid$1,475.00

3948/SCP P2 Chafing dish, 6 qt, round, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo copper coated finished lid$1,475.00

3948/SRZ P2 Chafing dish, 6 qt, round, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel,4 star series,XYLo bronze coated finished lid$1,475.00

3945G/SB P2 Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged glass lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish $1,297.50

3945/SB P2 Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish $1,297.50

3945/SMB P2 Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo black coated finished lid$1,597.50

3945/SCP P2 Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo copper coated finished lid$1,597.50

3945/SRZ P2 Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo bronze coated finished lid$1,597.50

3944GB 4 Star series, 6 qt, Square induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged glass dome lid, stainless steel brushed finish $995.00

3944B 4 Star series, 6 qt, square induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel brushed finish $922.50

3944MB 4 Star series, 6 qt, square induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel black coated finished lid $1,272.50

3944CP 4 Star series, 6 qt, square induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel copper coated finished lid $1,370.00

3944RZ 4 Star series, 6 qt, square induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel bronze coated finished lid $1,410.00

3948GB 4 Star series, 6 qt, round induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged glass dome lid, stainless steel brushed finish $995.00

3948B 4 Star series, 6 qt, round induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel brushed finish $922.50

3948MB 4 Star series, 6 qt, round induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel black coated finished lid $1,272.50

3948CP 4 Star series, 6 qt, round induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel copper coated finished lid $1,370.00

3948RZ 4 Star series, 6 qt, round induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel bronze coated finished lid $1,410.00

3945GB Pillard Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged glass lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish $1,647.50

3945B Pillard Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,600.00

3945MB Pillard Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo black coated finished lid$1,775.00

3945CP Pillard Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo copper coated finished lid$1,887.50

3945RZ Pillard Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo bronze coated finished lid$1,925.00

3148B P2 chafer, 8 qt., round, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped legs, stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,347.50

3148MB P2 chafer, 8 qt., round, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped legs, stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated finished lid$1,572.50

3148CP P2 chafer, 8 qt., round, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped legs, stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated finished lid$1,722.50

3148RZ P2 chafer, 8 qt., round, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped legs, stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated finished lid$1,772.50

3144B P2 chafer, 8 qt., rectangular, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped legs, stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,397.50



3144MB P2 chafer, 8 qt., rectangular, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped legs, stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated finished lid$1,788.00

3144CP P2 chafer, 8 qt., rectangular, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped legs, stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated finished lid$1,938.00

3144RZ P2 chafer, 8 qt., rectangular, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped legs, stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated finished lid$1,988.00

3114QAB Queen anne collection chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, inlcudes dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,672.50

3114QAMB Queen anne collection chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, inlcudes dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated finish lid$1,832.50

3114QACP Queen anne collection chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, inlcudes dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated finish lid$1,982.50

3114QARZ Queen anne collection chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, inlcudes dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish lid$2,032.50

3118QAB Queen anne collection chafer, 8 qt, round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, includes dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,550.00

3118QAMB Queen anne collection chafer, 8 qt, round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, includes dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated finish lid$1,762.50

3118QACP Queen anne collection chafer, 8 qt, round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, inlcudes dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated finish lid$1,912.50

3118QARZ Queen anne collection chafer, 8 qt, round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, inlcudes dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish lid$1,962.50

3114LHB Lion Head collection chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, inlcudes dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,710.00

3114LHMB Lion Head collection chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, inlcudes dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated finish lid$1,872.50

3114LHCP Lion head collection chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, inlcudes dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated finish lid$2,022.50

3114LHRZ Lion Headcollection chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, inlcudes dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish lid$2,072.50

3118LHB Lion Head collection chafer, 8 qt, round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, inlcudes dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,620.00

3118LHMB Lion Head collection chafer, 8 qt, round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, inlcudes dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated finish lid$1,832.50

3118LHCP Lion Head collection chafer, 8 qt, round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, inlcudes dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated finish lid$1,982.50

3118LHRZ Lion head collection chafer, 8 qt, round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, inlcudes dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish lid$2,032.50

3258GB park ave grill stand, 38"L x 15.75"D countertop, rectangular, fits 2 butane burners or several sterno cans, stainless steel, brushed finish$1,590.00

3258GMB park ave grill stand, 38"L x 15.75"D countertop, rectangular, fits 2 butane burners or several sterno cans, stainless steel, XYLO black coated finish$1,985.00

3258GCP park ave grill stand, 38"L x 15.75"D countertop, rectangular, fits 2 butane burners or several sterno cans, stainless steel, XYLO copper coated finish$2,297.50

3258GRZ park ave grill stand, 38"L x 15.75"D countertop, rectangular, fits 2 butane burners or several sterno cans, stainless steel, XYLO bronze coated finish$2,347.50

3259GB Pillard grill stand, 38"L x 15.75"D countertop, rectangular, fits 2 butane burners or several sterno cans, stainless steel, brushed finish$1,540.00

3259GMB pillard grill stand, 38"L x 15.75"D countertop, rectangular, fits 2 butane burners or several sterno cans, stainless steel, XYLO black coated finish$1,930.00

3259GCP pillard grill stand, 38"L x 15.75"D countertop, rectangular, fits 2 butane burners or several sterno cans, stainless steel, XYLO copper coated finish$2,242.50

3259GRZ Pillard grill stand, 38"L x 15.75"D countertop, rectangular, fits 2 butane burners or several sterno cans, stainless steel, XYLO bronze coated finish$2,292.50

3255GB P2 grill stand, 38"L x 15.75"D countertop, rectangular, fits 2 butane burners or several sterno cans, stainless steel, brushed finish$1,540.00

3255GMB P2 grill stand, 38"L x 15.75"D countertop, rectangular, fits 2 butane burners or several sterno cans, stainless steel, XYLO black coated finish$1,930.00

3255GCP P2 grill stand, 38"L x 15.75"D countertop, rectangular, fits 2 butane burners or several sterno cans, stainless steel, XYLO copper coated finish$2,242.50

3255GRZ P2 grill stand, 38"L x 15.75"D countertop, rectangular, fits 2 butane burners or several sterno cans, stainless steel, XYLO bronze coated finish$2,292.50

3257GB park ave grill stand, 15"W x 8"h countertop, fits 1 butane burner, stainless steel, brushed finish $1,115.00

3257GMB park ave grill stand, 15"W x 8"h countertop, fits 1 butane burner, stainless steel, XYLO Black coated finish $1,428.00

3257GCP park ave grill stand, 15"W x 8"h countertop, fits 1 butane burner, stainless steel, XYLO copper coated finish $1,640.50

3257GRZ park ave grill stand, 15"W x 8"h countertop, fits 1 butane burner, stainless steel, XYLO bronze coated finish $1,690.50

3256GB Pillard grill stand, 15"W x 8"h countertop, fits 1 butane burner, stainless steel, brushed finish $1,077.50

3256GMB pillard grill stand, 15"W x 8"h countertop, fits 1 butane burner, stainless steel, XYLO Black coated finish $1,386.00

3256GCP pillard grill stand, 15"W x 8"h countertop, fits 1 butane burner, stainless steel, XYLO copper coated finish $1,598.50

3256GRZ Pillard grill stand, 15"W x 8"h countertop, fits 1 butane burner, stainless steel, XYLO bronze coated finish $1,648.50

3249GB P2 grill stand, 15"W x 8"h countertop, fits 1 butane burner, stainless steel, brushed finish $1,077.50

3249GMB p2 grill stand, 15"W x 8"h countertop, fits 1 butane burner, stainless steel, XYLO Black coated finish $1,386.00

3249GCP p2 grill stand, 15"W x 8"h countertop, fits 1 butane burner, stainless steel, XYLO copper coated finish $1,598.50

3249GRZ P2 grill stand, 15"W x 8"h countertop, fits 1 butane burner, stainless steel, XYLO bronze coated finish $1,648.50

9641B lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, conical shade, round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,275.00

9641MB lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, conical shade, round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO black coated finish$1,457.50

9641CP lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, conical shade, round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finish$1,557.50

9641RZ lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, conical shade, round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish$1,607.50

9631B lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, Sphere shade, round base with square bottom, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,275.00

9631MB lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, Sphere shade, round base with square bottom, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO black coated finish$1,457.50

9631CP lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, Sphere shade, round base with square bottom, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finish$1,557.50

9631RZ lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, Sphere shade, round base with square bottom, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish$1,607.50

9671B lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, Square shade, square base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,275.00



9671MB lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, square shade, square base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO black coated finish$1,457.50

9671CP lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, Square shade, square base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finish$1,557.50

9671RZ lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, Square shade, square base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish$1,607.50

9691B lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, hammered conical shade, round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,275.00

9691MB lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, hammered conical shade, round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO black coated finish$1,457.50

9691CP lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, hammered conical shade, round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finish$1,557.50

9691RZ lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, hammered conical shade, round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish$1,607.50

9642B lamp warmer, double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, conical shade, round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,397.50

9642MB lamp warmer, double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, conical shade, round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO black coated finish$1,585.00

9642CP lamp warmer, double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, conical shade, round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finish$1,710.00

9642RZ lamp warmer, double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, conical shade, round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish$1,760.00

9632B lamp warmer, double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, Sphere shade, round base with square bottom, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,397.50

9632MB lamp warmer, double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, Sphere shade, round base with square bottom, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO black coated finish$1,585.00

9632CP lamp warmer, double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, Sphere shade, round base with square bottom, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finish$1,710.00

9632RZ lamp warmer,double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, Sphere shade, round base with square bottom, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish$1,760.00

9672B lamp warmer, double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, Square shade, square base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,397.50

9672MB lamp warmer, double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, square shade, square base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO black coated finish$1,585.00

9672CP lamp warmer,double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, Square shade, square base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finish$1,710.00

9672RZ lamp warmer, double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, Square shade, square base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish$1,760.00

9692B lamp warmer, double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, hammered conical shade, round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,397.50

9692MB lamp warmer, double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, hammered conical shade, round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO black coated finish$1,585.00

9692CP lamp warmer, double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, hammered conical shade, round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finish$1,710.00

9692RZ lamp warmer, double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, hammered conical shade, round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish$1,760.00

9655B carving board, 18" x 24", with stainless steel brushed base and corner legs, gravy drip catch lane, for carving stations, solid corian top$1,213.00

9655MB carving board, 18" x 24", with stainless steel XYLO black coated base and corner legs, gravy drip catch lane, for carving stations, solid corian top$1,375.00

9665WB carving board, 18" x 24", with stainless steel brushed base and corner legs, gravy drip catch lane, for carving stations, polyethylene, white$1,107.50

9665WMB carving board, 18" x 24", with stainless steel XYLO black coated base and corner legs, gravy drip catch lane, for carving stations, polyethylene, white$1,270.00

9665WCP carving board, 18" x 24", with stainless steel XYLO copper coated base and corner legs, gravy drip catch lane, for carving stations, polyethylene, white$1,345.00

9665WRZ carving board, 18" x 24", with stainless steel XYLO bronze coated base and corner legs, gravy drip catch lane, for carving stations, polyethylene, white$1,370.00

9665BB carving board, 18" x 24", with stainless steel brushed base and corner legs, gravy drip catch lane, for carving stations, polyethylene, black$1,107.50

9665BMB carving board, 18" x 24", with stainless steel Xylo black coated base and corner legs, gravy drip catch lane, for carving stations, polyethylene, black$1,270.00

9665BCP carving board, 18" x 24", with stainless steel Xylo copper coated base and corner legs, gravy drip catch lane, for carving stations, polyethylene, black$1,345.00

9665BRZ carving board, 18" x 24", with stainless steel Xylo bronze coated base and corner legs, gravy drip catch lane, for carving stations, polyethylene, black$1,370.00

9653B carving board, 18" x 24", with stainless steel brushed base and corner legs, gravy drip catch lane, for carving stations, butcher block$992.50

9653MB carving board, 18" x 24", with stainless steel brushed XYLO black caoted base and corner legs, gravy drip catch lane, for carving stations, butcher block$1,154.00

9653CP carving board, 18" x 24", with stainless steel brushed XYLO copper caoted base and corner legs, gravy drip catch lane, for carving stations, butcher block$1,229.00

9653RZ carving board, 18" x 24", with stainless steel brushed XYLO bronze caoted base and corner legs, gravy drip catch lane, for carving stations, butcher block$1,254.00

39311GMB Crown collection soup chafer, 11 qt, round, hinged glass lid, drip free feature, removable food pan, vessel itself is a water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, removable clip on utensil holder, 18/10 s/s, 5 star series, XYLO Black coated base (not lid)$1,687.50

39311GCP Crown collection soup chafer, 11 qt, round, hinged glass lid, drip free feature, removable food pan, vessel itself is a water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, removable clip on utensil holder, 18/10 s/s, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated base (not lid)$1,687.50

39311GRZ Crown collection soup chafer, 11 qt, round, hinged glass lid, drip free feature, removable food pan, vessel itself is a water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, removable clip on utensil holder, 18/10 s/s, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated base (not lid)$1,687.50

39811G Please update price $1,710.00

39811GB jazz Rock collection soup chafer, 11 qt, round, hinged glass lid, drip free feature, removable food pan, vessel itself is a water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, removable clip on utensil holder, 18/10 s/s, 5 star series,Brushed finish$1,922.50

39811GMB jazz Rock collection soup chafer, 11 qt, round, hinged glass lid, drip free feature, removable food pan, vessel itself is a water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, removable clip on utensil holder, 18/10 s/s, 5 star series, XYLO Black coated base (not lid)$2,397.50

39811GCP Jazz Rock collection soup chafer, 11 qt, round, hinged glass lid, drip free feature, removable food pan, vessel itself is a water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, removable clip on utensil holder, 18/10 s/s, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated base (not lid)$2,437.50

39811GRZ Jazz Rock collection soup chafer, 11 qt, round, hinged glass lid, drip free feature, removable food pan, vessel itself is a water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, removable clip on utensil holder, 18/10 s/s, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated base (not lid)$2,487.50

3107FSB Freedom style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,157.50

3107FSMB Freedom style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated$1,682.00

3107FSCP Freedom style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated$1,794.50

3107FSRZ Freedom style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated$1,807.00

3101FSB Freedom style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt, lift off lid , includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,022.50

3101FSMB Freedom style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt,lift off lid with knob, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated$1,132.45

3101FSCP Freedom style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt,lift off lid with knob, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated$1,219.95



3101FSRZ Freedom style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt,lift off lid with knob, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated$1,232.45

3107PLB Pillard style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,157.50

3107PLMB Pillard style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated$1,682.00

3107PLCP Pillard style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated$1,794.50

3107PLRZ Pillard style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated$1,807.00

3101PLB Pillard style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt, lift off lid , includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,022.50

3101PLMB Pillard style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt,lift off lid with knob, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated$1,132.45

3101PLCP Pillard style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt,lift off lid with knob, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated$1,219.95

3101PLRZ Pillard style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt,lift off lid with knob, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated$1,232.45

3107P2B P2 style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,157.50

3107P2MB P2 style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated$1,682.00

3107P2CP P2 style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated$1,794.50

3107P2RZ P2 style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated$1,807.00

3101P2B P2 style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt, lift off lid , includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,022.50

3101P2MB P2 style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt,lift off lid with knob, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated$1,132.45

3101P2CP P2 style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt,lift off lid with knob, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated$1,219.95

3101P2RZ P2 style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt,lift off lid with knob, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated$1,232.45

3107LHB Lion head style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,115.00

3107LHMB lion head style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated$1,301.00

3107LHCP Lion head style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated$1,413.50

3107LHRZ Lion Head style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated$1,426.00

3101LHB Lion head style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt, lift off lid , includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$972.50

3101LHMB Lion head style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt,lift off lid with knob, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated$1,174.15

3101LHCP Lion head style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt,lift off lid with knob, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated$1,261.50

3101LHRZ Lion head style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt,lift off lid with knob, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated$1,274.00

3107QAB Queen anne style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,157.50

3107QAMB Queen Anne style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated$1,682.00

3107QACP Queen Anne style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated$1,794.50

3107QARZ Queen Anne style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated$1,807.00

3101QAB Queen Anne style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt, lift off lid , includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish$1,022.50

3101QAMB Queen Anne style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt,lift off lid with knob, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated$1,132.45

3101QACP Queen Anne style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt,lift off lid with knob, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated$1,219.95

3101QARZ Queen Anne style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt,lift off lid with knob, includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated$1,232.45

3108B Classic soup marmite, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens filly, includes sterno shelf and holder, removable food and water pans, classis legs, heavy duty s/s construction, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,287.50

3108MB Classic soup marmite, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens filly, includes sterno shelf and holder, removable food and water pans, classis legs, heavy duty s/s construction, 5 star series, XYLo black coated$1,550.00

3108CP Classic soup marmite, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens filly, includes sterno shelf and holder, removable food and water pans, classis legs, heavy duty s/s construction, 5 star series, XYLo copper coated$1,662.50

3108RZ Classic soup marmite, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens filly, includes sterno shelf and holder, removable food and water pans, classis legs, heavy duty s/s construction, 5 star series, XYLo bronze coated$1,675.00

3105B Classic soup marmite, 4.5 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens filly, includes sterno shelf and holder, removable food and water pans, classis legs, heavy duty s/s construction, 5 star series, brushed finish$1,137.50

3105MB Classic soup marmite, 4.5 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens filly, includes sterno shelf and holder, removable food and water pans, classis legs, heavy duty s/s construction, 5 star series, XYLo black coated$1,425.00

3105CP Classic soup marmite, 4.5 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens filly, includes sterno shelf and holder, removable food and water pans, classis legs, heavy duty s/s construction, 5 star series, XYLo copper coated$1,512.50

3105RZ Classic soup marmite, 4.5 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens filly, includes sterno shelf and holder, removable food and water pans, classis legs, heavy duty s/s construction, 5 star series, XYLo bronze coated$1,525.00

7240B java square colelction cofee/teapot, 64 oz, large, square, with hinged lid extra heavy hotel grade, one piece construction, 18/10 s/s, brushed finish$263.00

7245B java square colelction cofee/teapot, 46 oz, med, square, with hinged lid extra heavy hotel grade, one piece construction, 18/10 s/s, brushed finish$236.00

7440B java square colelction water pitcher, 64 oz, square, with ice guard, extra heavy hotel grade, one piece construction, 18/10 s/s, brushed finish$253.00

7342B jaza square collection creamer, 10 oz, square, extra heavy hotel grade quality, 18/10 s/s, brushed finish $83.00

7341B jaza square collection sugar bowl, 10 oz, square, extra heavy hotel grade quality, 18/10 s/s, brushed finish $70.00

7230B ballerina modern collection cofee pot, 64 oz, large, round, modern design, with hinged lid, extra heavy hotel grade quality, 5 star series, 18/10 s/s, brushed finish$206.00

7430B ballerina modern collection water pitcher, 64 oz, large, round, modern design, with ice guard, extra heavy hotel grade quality, 5 star series, 18/10 s/s, brushed finish$195.50

7332B ballerina modern collection creamer, 10 oz,round, modern design, w/o handle , extra heavy hotel grade quality, 5 star series, 18/10 s/s, brushed finish$79.00

7331B ballerina modern collection sugar bowl, 10 oz,round, modern design, with cover , extra heavy hotel grade quality, 5 star series, 18/10 s/s, brushed finish$72.75

7280B arc collection coffee pot, 64 oz, hinged lid, with spout, stainless steel, brushed finish $175.00

7480B arc collection coffee pot, 64 oz, hinged lid, with ice guard, stainless steel, brushed finish $148.75



7381B arc collection sugar bowl, 8 oz, with lid, stainless steel, brushed finish $56.22

7382B arc collection creamer bowl, 8 oz, stainless steel, brushed finish $652.50

7540B double wall water pitcher, 64 oz, with ice guard, stainless steel, brushed finish $153.62

7541B double wall water pitcher, 64 oz, stainless steel, brushed finish $153.62

7534B triumph colelction beverage server, 1.5 liter, double wall insulated with cushioned rubber closure, stainless steel, brushed finish$191.00

7531B triumph colelction beverage server, .4 liter, double wall insulated with cushioned rubber closure, stainless steel, brushed finish$145.75

7532B triumph colelction beverage server, .7 liter, double wall insulated with cushioned rubber closure, stainless steel, brushed finish$154.95

7533B triumph colelction beverage server, 1 liter, double wall insulated with cushioned rubber closure, stainless steel, brushed finish$169.38

RB2323B seafood/raw bar, 20 3/4"L x 20 3/4"W x 5"h, square, outer wave design, s/s with adjustable legs, perforated acrylic insert, hose included, brushed finish$2,287.50

RB2323MB seafood/raw bar, 20 3/4"L x 20 3/4"W x 5"h, square, outer wave design, s/s with adjustable legs, perforated acrylic insert, hose included,XYLO black coated finish$2,775.00

RB2323CP seafood/raw bar, 20 3/4"L x 20 3/4"W x 5"h, square, outer wave design, s/s with adjustable legs, perforated acrylic insert, hose included,XYLO copper coated finish$2,962.50

RB2323RZ seafood/raw bar, 20 3/4"L x 20 3/4"W x 5"h, square, outer wave design, s/s with adjustable legs, perforated acrylic insert, hose included,XYLO bronze coated finish$3,000.00

RB362B seafood/raw bar, 36 1/2" L x 20 3/4"W x 5"H , square, outer wave design, s/s with adjustable legs, perforated acrylic insert, hose included, brushed finish$2,962.50

RB3620MB seafood/raw bar, 36 1/2" L x 20 3/4"W x 5"H, square, outer wave design, s/s with adjustable legs, perforated acrylic insert, hose included,XYLO black coated finish$3,600.00

RB3620CP seafood/raw bar,36 1/2" L x 20 3/4"W x 5"H, square, outer wave design, s/s with adjustable legs, perforated acrylic insert, hose included,XYLO copper coated finish$3,837.50

RB3620RZ seafood/raw bar, 36 1/2" L x 20 3/4"W x 5"H, square, outer wave design, s/s with adjustable legs, perforated acrylic insert, hose included,XYLO bronze coated finish$3,862.50

7001B buffet ice cream system, 3 gal insulated with dome lid, 18" tall with 2 handles, heavy duty stainless steel, brushed finish $1,522.50

7905B lexus wine bucket stand, 18"W x 18"D x 33"H, floor stand, collapsible, with double walled s/s bowl, brushed finish $1,847.50

7904B lexus wine bucket stand, 18"W x 18"D x 14"H, tabletop stand, collapsible, with double walled s/s bowl, brushed finish $1,087.50

9050MB beverage tub, 16.5"W x 18.5"D x 6"H, double wall, stainless steel, Xylo black coated finish $1,439.00

9050CP beverage tub, 16.5"W x 18.5"D x 6"H, double wall, stainless steel, Xylo copper coated finish $1,626.50

9050RZ beverage tub, 16.5"W x 18.5"D x 6"H, double wall, stainless steel, Xylo bronze coated finish $1,664.00

4924GS park ave. 6 qt. chafing dish, glass lid w/ stand, 3 star series $1,023.75

4924S park ave. 6 qt. chafing dish, s/s lid w/ stand, 3 star series $1,002.75

4928GS park ave. 6 qt. round chafing dish, glass lidw/ stand, 3 star series $1,013.25

4928S park ave. 6 qt. round chafing dish, s/s lid w/ stand, 3 star series $968.63

4925GS PARK AVE CHAFING DISH, 8 QT,  RECTANGULAR W/ HINGED GLASS AND S/S LID W/ STAND, 3 STAR SERIES $1,102.50

4925S PARK AVE CHAFING DISH, 8 QT,  RECTANGULAR W/ HINGED S/S LID W/ STAND, 3 STAR SERIES $1,042.13

4928GPL PILLARD COLLECTION 6 QT. CHAFING DISH, ROUND HINGED GLASS & STAINLESS LID WITH STAND, 3 STAR SERIES$1,013.25

4928PL PILLARD COLLECTION 6 QT. CHAFING DISH, ROUND HINGED STAINLESS LID WITH STAND, 3 STAR SERIES $968.63

4924GPL PILLARD COLLECTION, 6 QT. SQUARE CHAFING DISH, HINGED GLASS DOME LID WITH STAND, 3 STAR SERIES$1,023.75

4924PL PILLARD COLLECTION, 6 QT. SQUARE CHAFING DISH, HINGED DOME LID WITH STAND, 3 STAR SERIES $1,002.75

4925GPL PILLARD COLLECTION, 8 QT. RECTANGULAR CHAFING DISH, HINGED GLASS & STAINLESS LID WITH STAND, 3 STAR SERIES$1,102.50

4925PL PILLARD COLLECTION, 8 QT. RECTANGULAR CHAFING DISH, HINGED STAINLESS LID WITH STAND, 3 STAR SERIES$1,042.13

4924GP2 P2 COLLECTION, 6 QT. SQUARE CHAFING DISH, HINGED GLASS DOME LID WITH STAND, 3 STAR SERIES $1,023.75

4924P2 P2 COLLECTION, 6 QT. SQUARE CHAFING DISH, HINGED DOME LID WITH STAND, 3 STAR SERIES $1,002.75

4925P2 P2 COLLECTION, 8 QT. RECTANGULAR CHAFING DISH, HINGED DOME LID WITH STAND, 3 STAR SERIES $1,042.13

4925GP2 P2 COLLECTION, 8 QT. RECTANGULAR CHAFING DISH, HINGED GLASS ID WITH STAND, 3 STAR SERIES $1,102.50

4928GP2 P2 COLLECTION, 6 QT. ROUND CHAFING DISH, HINGED GLASS DOME LID WITH STAND, 3 STAR SERIES $1,013.25

4928P2 P2 COLLECTION, 6 QT. ROUND CHAFING DISH, HINGED DOME LID WITH STAND, 3 STAR SERIES $968.63








































